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ABSTRACT

Due to the potential of iron-ruthenium bimetallic heterogeneous
catalysis in a number of high demand, energy related processes, this
study was undertaken to synthesis and characterize a series of bimetallic Iron-Ruthenium alloy and clusters.

A material science approach

was taken which relies on the physical and chemical characterization of
catalyst material itself rather than the classical chemical kinetics
investigation of the catalytic reaction.

Various methods have been

employed for the determination of surface and bulk properties of
catalysts during dehydration - hydration, and oxidation - reduction
treatments.

In the case of the bimetallic systems, the use of

Fe double labelled Mossbauer experiments was most useful.

99
Ru and

Additional

information was obtained from ESCA, X-ray diffraction, and infrared
spectroscopy.

This array of physical techniques provided complementery

details for the complete characterization of the systems of interest.
It is known that iron cannot be reduced beyond the ferrous state
when ion exchanged in Y-zeolite.

Thus, the reduction behavior of iron

on zeolite surfaces is considered a classical problem in catalytic
research.
of iron.

Several attempts were made to modify the reduction behavior
One approach was to introduce ruthenium into the system to

encourage hydrogen spillover which should provide the reactive hydorgen
atom as the reducing agent. Utilizing the preparation method designated
as "Homogeneous-Deposition", the iron was reduced and the formation of
hep iron-ruthenium clusters on the surface of Y-zeolite was confirmed.

ix

To elucidate the nature of the interaction between iron and
ruthenium and to evaluate the chemical differences of the solid state
reaction during the preparation of bimetallic iron-ruthenium, the products formed when ruthenium trichloride is mixed with a variety of iron
salts and oxides were investigated.

The anions associated with the

metal in the initial material influenced the formation and the nature of
bimetallic particles.
A unique preparative method based on the reaction of a cation
exchanged zeolite with a metal-containing coordination complex anion was
extended to synthesize the mixed iron-ruthenium cyanide polynuclear
complexes directly on the zeolite.

Under reduction conditions hep

iron-ruthenium bimetallic alloy was detected.

This preparative method

could provide an alternative way to stabilize polymetallic particles on
zeolites.

x

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

A.

GENESIS OF IRON AND RUTHENIUM CATALYST SYSTEMS:
REACTION AND MECHANISM.

METHANATION

Although significant scientific and technological advances in the
field of catalysis have been made in recent years, the details of catalytic phenomena are still not generally well understood.
systems can be divided into two distinct categories:

Catalytic

homogeneous

catalysis - where the catalyst is in the same phase as the reactants;
and heterogeneous catalysis - where a phase boundary separates the
catalyst from the reactants.

Heterogeneous catalytic systems have been

widely utilized in large-scale processes in the chemical and refinery
industries.

In these systems the reaction takes place on the surface of

the catalyst, thus the specific chemical properties of the surface
become a critical factor in fully understanding the processes. The
surface atoms possess lower coordination numbers than the bulk atoms and
chemical adsorption of the reactant molecules takes place as the result
of molecular interaction with free valences of surface atoms. The
adsorption properties of the surface active sites of the solid depend on
the chemical nature of the catalyst components.

The understanding of

catalytic phenomena at the atomic level is limited due to difficulties
associated with characterization of the active site.

In recent years,

new developments in solid state chemistry and the introduction of many
advanced analytical methods have provided new approaches to thorough

1
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investigations of catalytic processes at the microscopic and molecular
levels.

Evaluation of physical and electronic states of active cata-

lytic centers and correlation of these properties with information
concerning the activity and selectivity of the systems under specific
reaction conditions provides a clear basic understanding of "how catalysts work".

Such insight into catalytic properties and processes is

particularly useful in the field of catalytic design, where there is the
need to prepare a selective and active catalyst for a specific reaction
of interest.
For most heterogenous systems it is particularly efficient and
economical to use the catalyst elements in the form of fine metallic
particles dispersed on the surface of a high surface area support.

The

preparation of a supported metal catalyst includes both the loading of
metal or metal compound in or on the support material and the treatments
governing the final dispersion of the metal.

Generally, supported metal

catalysts are of more interest than unsupported ones because of their
higher degree of dispersion and greater stability.

The physical chemi-

cal characterization of supported metal catalysts is a challenging
problem because of difficulties in obtaining direct information on the
chemistry and microstructure of metallic particles of the small size and
low concentration typical of practical supported systems.

Complexity is

also introduced due to the physical chemical nature of the support.

The

nature of the carrier may influence the reducibility and degree of
dispersion of the catalyst particles as well as alter the electronic
properties of the metal through metal support interaction.

In the

presence of such a strong interaction it will be very difficult to
generate and stabilize a well dispersed metallic particle on the surface
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of the carrier.

It is possible to accelerate the reduction of a highly

dispersed metal by adding a second metal which is highly active toward
hydrogen reduction.

However, the importance of the effect of the addi-

tion of a second metal to form a bimetallic system goes beyond the ease
of reduction.

In many cases the properties of binary metal catalysts

have shown a remarkable shift in activity and/or an improvement in
selectivity and stability when compared to monometallic systems.
Because of interesting features with regard to solid state and surface
properties, bimetallic catalysts offer many opportunities for significant advances in heterogeneous catalytic systems. Developments in this
area are being reported regularly and significant research is underway
to explain this aspect of heterogeneous catalysis.
In the field of catalysis, group VIII transition elements have long been recognized as active and selective species for various important
industrial proceses.

Tremendous research effort has been directed

<

toward the development of desirable catalysts for problem oriented,
energy related field such as carbon monoxide hydrogenation.

Among the

transition elements, iron and ruthenium have been shown to be two of the
most active catalysts for synthesis of hydrocarbons via CO-hydrogenation
(1-2).

In addition, ruthenium-containing catalysts have found utility

in a wide selection of reactions such as solar energy conversion (3-4),
various hydrogenation processes (5-6), the water gas shift reaction to
produce hydrogen (7), and other potentially attractive processes.

The

importance of iron and ruthenium catalysts and, especially the bimetallic aspect of these two metals, in the technologically interesting
area of synthesis reactions of hydrocarbon production will be reviewed
in the following section.
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In order to compensate for the irreversible rapid depletion of
natural reserves of fossil fuels, many new energy sources are being
researched (8-9).

Considerable interest has been focused on utilizing

the tremendous coal reserve as a possible source of gaseous fuel and
chemical raw materials (10). One process of interest is the production
of synthetic gas containing carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide by the
reaction of coal with oxygen and superheated steam, and the subsequent
catalytic hydrogenation of the gas to methane and other hydrocarbons
(11-13).

The production of a wide range of products can be achieved

with the appropriate choice of catalyst and reaction conditions (10).
The earliest examples of such chemistry were reported for the formation
of methane from CO + H„ in 1902 (14) and synthesis of higher molecular
weight hydrocarbon in 1923 (15) by Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) using iron as
catalyst.
The still unanswered fundamental question associated with CO + H
synthesis involves the problem of selectivity and is closely related to
the mechanism of the reaction (12). The reaction mechanism of F-T
synthesis has long been the subject of debate and is still a matter of
controversy.
(16-19).

Many different types of mechanisms have been suggested

The question of the most applicable model is now believed to

depend on the nature of the metal surface involved.

The carbide theory

was the earliest mechanism model proposed for the reaction over an iron
catalyst (15). Rather large amounts of surface and bulk carbide have
been detected on the surface of this catalyst during CO-hydrogenation
(20-21).

Iron, as the most electropositive element among group VIII

transition metals, forms a very strong bond with carbon.

When carbon

monoxide comes into contact with the iron surface, the large binding
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energy between iron and carbon causes the molecule to dissociate on the
surface, consequently surface carbides are formed (22-23).

The surface

carbides appear to be the active surface species and at higher temperature they irreversibly convert to carbon bulk deposits characterized as
graphite, which deactivates the catalytic site (23-25).

There is grow-

ing evidence in the literature that hydrocarbon synthesis over both
ruthenium and iron procedes via initial formation of -surface carbides
(25).
Dissociative, as opposed to an associative, adsorption of carbon
monoxide is known to occur on the surface of many transition elements
(26).

This tendency increases moving from right to left across a row in

the periodic table and upwards in each group.

It has been shown that

the vibrational frequency of the C-0 bond decreases proceding from right
to left across a row.

This can be related to a decrease in the C-0 bond

order in the chemisorbed state.

It has been concluded from such spec-

troscopic work that the stretching of the C-0 bond is a prerequisite for
the dissociation of carbon monoxide on the surface of transition metals
(19).

Theoretical calculations indicate that the metal-carbon bond is

comprised of two components (27-28).

The first is the donation of

electrons from the carbon monoxide molecules to the metal through an
overlap of occupied 5a orbitals of CO and unoccupied metal orbitals.
With respect to the C-0 bond, the 5a orbital in gaseous CO is essentially nonbonding, so, the donation of electrons is not expected to
affect strongly the strength of the C-0 bond in the chemisorbed state.
The second component of the metal-carbon bond arises from an overlap of
occupied metal orbitals and unoccupied 2n* orbitals of CO.

This results

in the donation of electrons from the metal to the molecule.

Since 2T\*
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orbitals are antibonding with respect to the C-0 bond, the donation of
electrons into these orbitals leads to a weakened C-0 bond.

Thus

through a greater availability of d-electron density on transition
metals the metal-carbon bond becomes strong and the C-0 bond strength
diminishes as demonstrated by lower C-0 vibrational frequencies (29).
The dissociative adsorption of carbon monoxide at elevated temperature
is usually accompanied by the release of oxygen in the form of CO ,
thus, normally the dissociation of carbon monoxide and formation of CO
takes place on the surface of metals which form a stronger metal-carbon
bond than the carbon-oxygen bonds in CO
during adsorption and the formation of CO

(22). Rupture of the C-0 bond
has been detected and attri-

buted to the disproportion of carbon monoxide on the surface of both
ruthenium (30, 31, 35), and iron catalysts (32).
Identification of the processes involved in the chain growth of
hydrocarbons during catalytic hydrogenation of carbon monoxide is
essential for understanding the chemistry which controls the selectivity
of the catalyst.

The product selectivity can be expressed by olefin/

saturated ratios, length of hydrocarbon chain, and tendency to produce
branched chain hydrocarbons.

The hydrogenation of carbon deposited by

CO disproportionation readily produces methane and higher molecular
weight hydrocarbons.
formation of CH

The first stage of hydrogenation involves the

(x = 1-3) species by the stepwise addition of atomic

hydrogen to singlet carbon atoms, producing adsorbed methylene and
methyl groups. These species may be considered as precursors to methane
as well as centers for hydrocarbon chain growth (33-34).

The hydrogena-

tion of carbon deposited on the surface of the ruthenium catalyst leads
to the appearance of ethane, propane and butane in addition to methane
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with quantitative consumption of carbon at room temperature (35-36),
whereas chemisorbed CO was found to be totally unreactive.

On the

surface of the iron catalyst, it was noted that the rate of hydrocarbon
formation corresponds to the rate of hydrogenation of surface carbon
deposits (19-20, 34), thus molecularly adsorbed CO apparently is not
involved in the chain growth processes.

Further investigation has

indicated that the chain growth procedes through the polymerization of
partially hydrogenated carbon species (35). The insertion of methylene
groups into metal-carbon bonds has been observed (37-39), this process
leads to the formation of an ethyl group, and continuation of this type
of reaction gives rise to the formation of an adsorbed alkyl group.
Alkanes are formed by the reaction of alkyl groups with adsorbed hydrogen.

Unsaturated hydrocarbons are produced by B-elimination of the

hydrogen atom from the alkyl groups.

It has been further noted that,

with an increase in the partial pressure of hydrogen, the extent of
chain growth is suppressed and olefin content of the product is
decreased (39). In the absence of sufficient atomic hydrogen on the
catalyst's surface, the CH

group recombines to form ethylene rather

than adding hydrogen to form the methylene group.
Substantial improvement in the selectivity of the reaction, leading
to a preferred formation of lower olefins as primary product is one
route for making the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis promising and economically feasible (40-41).

Development of a catalytic system which maxi-

mizes the selectivity toward lower olefin products is one of the major
research objectives today in this field.

The correlation between cata-

lyst surface basicity and hydrocarbon selectivity has been investigated
(42-45).

Higher surface basicity, introduced by addition of the alkali
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metals promoters to the catalyst, has been correlated with lower methane
selectivity.

Increased electron density of the transition metal,

induced by basic promoters, may enhance the back-donation of electrons
from the metal to antibonding orbitals of the C-0 bond.

The bond is

thereby weakened, its dissociative probability is increased and the
relative surface concentration of carbide species is increased.

The

donation of electrons to the metal by alkali promoters also increases
the strength of the metal-carbon bond and the relative residence time of
carbide species on the surface is subsequently increased, thus permitting a longer chain growth.

At the same time, as the surface of the

transition metal becomes more basic, the affinity of the surface for
hydrogen adsorption decreases.

This then decreases the relative

hydrogen surface concentration, which gives rise to higher selectivity
of the surface for unsaturated hydrocarbons.
The promotion influence of support material on the hydrocarbon
selectivity has also been studied (46). The formation of longer chain
hydrocarbons has been detected over X zeolite as compared to Y zeolites.
This effect is apparently due to the fact that X zeolites are less
acidic than Y zeolites. This is indicative of the fact that the zeolite
matrix interacts with the metal particles, whereby the metal becomes
more electron deficient, thus promoting the chain growth of hydrocarbons
under F-T reaction condition.
"Ideal catalysts" should have a moderate affinity for both carbon
monoxide and hydrogen adsorption.
strongly adsorb H

most weakly.

The metals which adsorb CO most

Adsorption dissociation of carbon

monoxide and, consequently, the formation of carbide species takes place
to a considerably greater extent on iron than on ruthenium, whereas
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adsorption of hydrogen takes place to a greater degree on ruthenium than
on iron.

One would expect, therefore, that the bimetallic FeRu would

show higher efficiency for CO + H

reaction.

The relative availability

of adsorbed H„ and CO depends on the composition ratio of Fe/Ru on the
catalyst surface which determines the catalytic activity and selectivity
under F-T reaction conditions (50). CO hydrogenation has been studied
over both supported and unsupported FeRu catalysts (47-51).

The addi-

tion of ruthenium to iron produces effects on selectivity similar to
those observed when alkali promotors are added to iron; that is, methane
formation is reduced and olefin formation is enhanced (48). When a
bimetallic system is used, the hydrogen is apparently adsorbed, activated and supplied by ruthenium metal, thus the carbon deposits on the
surface of the iron should be removed with increased amount of hydrogen.
This should increase the activity of the catalyst compared to pure iron.
Compared with pure ruthenium, the hydrogen concentration on the surface
of FeRu bimetallic catalyst is lowered by the addition of iron, which
reflects the selectivity of the catalyst through lengthening of the
residence time of carbon species on the surface, thereby permitting the
carbon chain to grow (50). In the absence of sufficient atomic hydrogen
on the surface, the olefin content of the product is increased.

This

hypothesis leads one to believe than an optimum range of FeRu composition must exist which would maximize olefin production and minimize
methane formation.

Thus, a higher activity with respect to pure iron

and improved selectivity compared with pure ruthenium is expected for
the FeRu bimetallic catalytic system under F-T reaction condition.
In this work we shall deal with the bimetallic system of iron and
ruthenium.

The term "bimetallic cluster" is chosen for referring to
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highly dispersed binary metals supported on the surface of a carrier.
The term "alloy" is used to designate the metallic system in the absence
of support material.

The characterization of these catalytic systems

has focused on the evaluation of physical and electronic states, as
deduced by Mossbauer spectroscopy.

B.

MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY AND ITS APPLICATION TO HETEROGENEOUS
CATALYSTS

1.

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO THE MOSSBAUER EFFECT
The Mossbauer effect when utilizd as a spectroscopic method, has a

broad range of applications.

It has been successfully applied to heter-

ogeneous catalytic systems where detailed chemical information about
well dispersed metal particles can be most useful. The technique is
applicable to in situ studies and is thus not limited by the necessity
to make measurements under conditions not representative of the actual
catalytic process. Mossbauer spectroscopy is now a mature technique
where instrumentation is readily available, and a good theoretical basis
for interpretation of results exists.

The resolution of the Mossbauer

effect is so great that perturbation of nuclear levels of about 10

ev

can be observed, and chemical, structural and magnetic information can
be obtained about atoms on the surface and in the bulk phase of catalyst
materials.
The principle of the Mossbauer effect can be described as a nuclear
resonance fluorescence process which takes place during the recoil-free
emission and resonant absorption of "y-rays (53-63).
consists of the following sequential steps:

The experiment

1) A source atom decays

from an excited nuclear energy level to its ground state emitting a
Y-ray of energy equal to the transition energy.

2) The emitted v-ray
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energy is modulated mechanically via the Doppler shift.

3) The modu-

lated energy is then resonantly absorbed by an absorber nucleus of the
same element and isotope number.

4) A Mossbauer spectrum is obtained as

a plot of the intensity of the detected y-ray beam transmitted through
the absorber versus the modulation energy.

Prior to the discovery of

the Mossbauer effect (64), the nuclear resonance absorption (step 3) had
not been observed because under the conditions of previous experiments
the emitted gamma ray (step 1) lost sufficient energy through recoil
effects to prevent resonant absorption.

Mossbauer discovered that y-ray

emission without a loss of energy from recoil of the nucleus could be
achieved by incorporating the nucleus in a crystal lattice.

Also, at

temperatures below the Debye temperature, the nucleus could emit a gamma
ray with no recoil energy lost.

Thus the Mossbauer effect is normally

observed only in atoms bound in, or on, solids and usually at low temperatures.
The criteria for observation of the Mossbauer effect can be
described through a discussion of several characteristic energies involved in the process.

The displacement in energy of the emission and

absorption distributions is of the order of their line widths.

The

natural line width of a y-ray energy distribution is given by the uncertainty principle.

For most Mossbauer isotopes, the mean life time of

the excited state is of the order of 10

sec., with a corresponding

-8
natural line width of the order of 10 ev.

The difficulties involved in

observing nuclear resonance become readily apparent when we consider the
line width of the nuclear transition as compared to the loss of recoil
energy suffered by the nucleus during the transition process.

The

necessary condition for the utilization of the effect is that the recoil
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energy be smaller than the natural line width.

A typical value of

-2
recoil energy for an isolated atom is about 10 ev at room temperature.
This value is six orders of magnitude larger than the natural line
width, therefore making gas phase nuclear resonance difficult and perhaps impossible.. It is possible to observe the y-ray resonance in the
solid state or in viscous liquid.

The perturbation of nuclear levels by

the chemical environment can be traced by the modulation of the primary
recoil free y-ray.

The modulation energy is produced using the Doppler

effect when the source is moved relative to the absorbed.

A range of

source velocities is scanned until maximum absorption occurs. The
absorption occurs when the modulated energy is precisely equal to the
energy difference between the nuclear ground state and excited state in
the absorber.

Detection of the y-ray transmitted through the absorber

versus the Doppler velocity produces the Mossbauer spectrum.

2.

CATALYTIC INFORMATION DERIVED VIA THE MOSSBAUER EFFECT
The perturbation of the nuclear levels by the chemical environment

can be interpreted in terms of chemical effects pertinent to catalysis.
The chemical perturbation of the nuclear levels originates from one or
more of the following interactions:

the coulomb interactions between

the positively charged nucleus and the negative electron density at the
nucleus; the interaction between the nuclear quadrupole moment and the
surrounding electric field; and the interaction between the nuclear
magnetic moment and the magnetic field present at the nucleus.

If both

the source and absorber are located in an exactly identical chemical
situation, nuclear levels in both will be the same, no modulation of
original energy is needed and absorber resonance will take place at zero
relative velocity, Fig.l.

If the absorber nucleus is in a different
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chemical environment relative to the source nucleus, different perturbations of nuclear levels take place which result in shifts and/or splitting of the Mossbauer spectrum.
(1). Isomer Shift.

The Coulomb interaction between the positively

charged nucleus and the negative electron density at the nucleus manifests itself as a shift of the nuclear energy levels.

For a given

source, an absorber with a different electronic structure will have a
different perturbation in nuclear levels characterized by a different
isomer shift; i.e., shifts of resonance maximum from zero relative
velocity, Fig.2.

The determination of the isomer shift leads to an

evaluation of electron density at the nucleus of the atomic species with
respect to that of the source which can be chosen as a standard.

The

isomer shift is given by the following expression derived from the
perturbation theory (55):
I.S. = Nuclear Parameter Constant ( i|»(0) . Nuclear Parameter Constant = 2/3ne2Z (<r2>

t|j(0) g )

[1]

- <r2> )
e
g

The isomer shift is a measure of the difference in the nuclear excitation energy between the nuclei in the source and those of the absorber
for each Mossbauer isotope.

The (<r2>

- <r2> ) term is the change in

the average value of the radius squared of the nuclear charge distribution going from the excited to the ground state. The fractional change
in the nuclear radius in the ground and the excited states has been
calculated for a number of Mossbauer isotopes and has the value of
-3
57
-1.8 x 10
for
Fe (54). The negative sign indicates that in the case
of iron nuclei, the 1/2 ground state radius is larger than the radius of
the 3/2 excited state.

In this case, the nuclear parameter term has a

negative sign. For iron compounds, if there is a larger electronic
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charge density at the source with respect to the absorber, I|J >i|/., it
causes a positive shift of resonance peaks with respect to zero relative
velocity.
The only electrons with a nonzero probability for being located at
the nucleus are those in the s and p . orbitals.

The relative impor-

tance of the electrons in these two orbitals indicates that the effect
of p .„ electrons is often negligible compared to those of s orbitals
(65).

Thus the isomer shift mainly reflects the s-electron density at

the nucleus. Due to shielding effects, the isomer shift is also sensitive to the presence of d and f electrons.

The removal of d electrons

effectively increases the s-electron density at the nucleus and consequently ferric species will have a smaller shift than ferrous ions,
Fig.3.

Chemical bonds which involve hybridization of orbitals will

exhibit a range of shifts depending on the contribution of s and d
orbitals.

In these cases the chemical interpretation of the Mossbauer

data yields information about the particular chemical bonds or oxidation
states involved in the material (66). The isomer shift for iron atoms
with the same oxidation state, electronic structure and with identical
ligands is dependent on the number and symmetry of the coordinating
ligands (67). Tetrahedral iron compounds have a lower isomer shift than
octahedral compounds with the same ligands.

In most cases, the detailed

electronic information from the Mossbauer effect is most effectively
supplied by a combined consideration of isomer shift values and the
second hyperfine interaction, the electric quadrupole interaction (see
the discussion of this effect below).
The temperature dependency of the isomer shift also supplies information of value in catalytic studies.

A vibrating atom in the lattice
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sites gives rise to an average velocity equal to zero (the character-12
istic time scale for vibration is 10
sec, which is shorter than the
time scale of nuclear decay, 10

sec). The second order velocity term-

however, does not average to zero and alters the energy of emitted gamma
rays via the Doppler effect.

A weakly bonded atom will exhibit a larger

velocity term and consequently a larger second order Doppler shift (68).
This so called second-order Doppler effect is temperature dependent and
provides information about the strength of bonding of the atoms in the
lattice.

(2). Nuclear Quadrupole Splitting.
Any nuclear state with spin quantum number I>l/2 is nonspherical
and has an ellipsoidal shape characterized by a nuclear quadrupole
moment.

In a non spherically symmetric electric field, i.e., when the

field gradient tensor does not vanish at the nucleus, the interaction
between the nuclear quadrupole moment and electric gradient tensor
splits the nuclear state into 1+1/2 levels having the same center as the
unsplit level.

In the case of the

Fe isotope, the excited 1=3/2 level

splits into two levels where the ground state 1=1/2 remains degenerate
Fig.4.

The transitions between the ground level to these two excited

states is displaced as a two line Mossbauer spectrum.

The energy dif-

ference between two peaks is the quadrupole splitting (Q.S.), where the
centroid of the doublet, relative to the source, is the chemical isomer
shift.

The split spectrum reflects the presence of a non-zero field

gradient at the nucleus which is determined primarily by the symmetry of
electronic distribution and consequently the symmetry of the bonding
distribution about the Mossbauer isotope.
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The electronic symmetry about the nucleus can be affected by the
atomic electrons which may fill orbitals in such a manner that the
resulting electron spatial distribution produces an electric field
gradient.

Also the charge distribution, i.e., the crystal field of

neighboring lattice sites or ligands and atoms in the crystal structure,
may affect the symmetry of the electronic distribution about the nuclei.
In the case of the

Fe isotope, the contribution of 3d valence elec-

trons usually dominates the effect of the charge distribution or
crystals field of neighboring ions in the crystal lattice (56, 57).
High-spin ferric compounds where the half filled electron shell (3d )
has a spherically symmetric electron distribution have a smaller quadrupole splitting compared to high spin ferrous species, 3d , where large
quadrupole splitting rises from the sixth d electron.

Low spin Fe(II),

has a symmetric valence electron distribution compared to low spin
Fe(III) and therefore does not exhibit a significant quadrupole splitting Fig.3. The temperature dependency of the electric field gradient
also provides additional information concerning the symmetry of the
resonant atom.

The crystal field effect of atomic electrons is tempera-

ture dependent as given by the appropriate Boltzman exponentials for the
population of crystal field split energy levels. For high spin Fe(II)
and low spin Fe(III), at higher temperatures, the electronic population
around the nucleus becomes more symmetric and the quadrupole splitting
will be reduced.

For low spin Fe(II) and high spin Fe(III), higher

energy is required to excite electrons to new orbitals, thus a smaller
temperature dependency of splitting is expected.

Unlike the crystal

field splitting, the lattice effect is not very sensitive to temperature.
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(3). Magnetic Hyperfine Splitting and Superparamagnetism
The interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment and the magnetic field around the nucleus gives rise to magnetic splitting.

The

magnetic field may be applied externally, or it may result from the
electronic structure about the nucleus.

In any nuclear state with spin

quantum number I>0, the magnetic interaction removes the degeneracy of
nuclear substates and splits it into 21+1 levels. The split in the
position of each level is given by
AE m = - gnHm

•

[2]

where g is the nuclear g factor, (J is the nuclear magneton, H is the
magnitude of the magnetic field at the nucleus, and m is the quantum
number for each magnetic state.

In the case of

Fe the 1=3/2 excited

state splits into four, and the 1=1/2 ground state into two, nuclear
energy levels, leading to 6 allowed transitions (Fig.5).

In this case

the magnetically split absorber against an unsplit spectrum of the
source gives a six peak pattern of equal spacing as the result of the
magnetic field generated by the ferromagnetic exchange interaction.

The

separation between the outer two peaks is due to the 330 KG internal
field of natural iron which has been found to be equivalent to 10.64
mm sec

at room temperature.

The effective magnetic field due to the electronic structure about
the nucleus is sum of several contributions.

The primary contribution

arises from the Fermi contact interaction which produces a core polarization field due to the electron spin exchange interaction between
polarized outer electrons and inner core s-electrons.

This causes a

slight imbalance at the nucleus of the density of s electrons with spin
up compared to those spin down.

In the case of iron, unpaired 4s elec-
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trons make a direct contribution, but the polarization of inner s electrons by unpaired outer shell 3d electrons provides a larger contribution to this effect.

The second contribution to the effective

magnetic field about the nucleus arises from the orbital angular
momentum of the electron distribution, and the third contribution is due
to the total electronic spin.

From these three magnetic terms, valuable

chemical information can be obtained.

Through the time dependency of

these terms (magnetic relaxation), information concerning the particle
size, shape and surface structure can be deduced.
In order to observe a distinct nuclear level splitting by the
magnetic dipole interaction, the magnetic splitting must be larger than
the line-width of the y-ray distribution.

In other words, the magnetic

field must be fixed in space for a time period (life time of nuclear
excited state) larger than, or at least of the same order of magnitude,
as the time needed for nuclear interaction (the Larmor precession time
-8
of the nucleus is about 10 sec for iron in antiferromagnetic
materials).

If the magnetic field fluctuates faster than the nuclear

precession time, the magnitude of the magnetic field at the stationary
nucleus will average to zero (69, 70).
Two relaxation modes are involved in paramagnetic spin systems.
One is spin-lattice relaxation and the other is spin-spin relaxation.
The characteristic relaxation time for the spin-lattice mode decreases
with increasing temperature, whereas the spin-spin relaxation time is
usually temperature independent and becomes more important as the concentration of spins increases.

At a characteristic Neel or Curie tem-

perature of the solid the ordering of the electron spins breaks down and
the directions of the electron spins of individual atoms become free of
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order and average to zero during the observation time. Thus the
magnetic dipole splitting in the Mossbauer spectrum vanishes.
phenomenon is referred to as superparamagnetism (72-75).

This

The relaxation

time of the magnetic moment of single domain particles is temperature
(as well as volume) dependent.
small <100 A° (1 Angstrom = 1 0

When the microcrystals are sufficiently

—8

) , each particle can often be considered

to be a separate spin system and the relaxation of the magnetic field at
the nucleus is accompanied by the collective fluctuation of entire spin
systems (spin waves) (73-75).

The relaxation time of the phenomenon

increases with the volume of the particles and decreases with temperature.

Using the Mossbauer technique, it is possible to study the tran-

sition to superparamagnetism as a function of volume and temperature.
For a given particle size, below a certain temperature, the Mossbauer
spectrum is magnetically split.

Considerably above this characteristic

temperature the paramagnetic system with one or two lines is found.
Near the characteristic temperature the value or relaxation time is
close to the nuclear Larmor precession time and spectra with broadened
lines are observed.

The change in the direction of the magnetization

vector for a single domain spin system is anisotropic with respect to
the crystallographic axis (76). The height of the barrier will determine the relaxation time for magnetization fluctuations.

Since all of

the atoms in the spin system contribute to this magnetic anisotropy, the
magnitude of the energy barrier depends on crystal structure, domain
shape, and size (57). For small particle sizes the anisotropic energy
with respect to temperature decreases, and thus decreases the relaxation
time.

The measurement of the magnetic anisotropic energy barrier pro-

vides information about the size and shape of the spin system, which for
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small particles is equivalent to the particle size and shape. The
transition from superparamagnetic to magnetically ordered behavior on
increasing particle size or decreasing temperature can be quantitatively
studied.

The resulting data have been used to calculate the anisotropy

constant at two temperatures and to obtain a size distribution for Fe 0
(79), Fe 0, (81-82) and metallic iron particles (83-84, 139).
The magnetic properties of a-Fe 0„ hematite have been extensively
studied (77-80).

The structure of bulk a-Fe 0

involves a close-packed

oxygen lattice containing ferric ions in octahedral sites. The moments
on adjacent atoms are essentially antiferromagnetically coupled but
above a characteristic temperature (the Morin temperature, T„ = 263K)
the atomic spins aligning with one of the vertical planes of symmetry
are slightly centered toward each other making a small angle with the
basal plane, and the material exhibits weak ferromagnetism.

Below T

the spins are aligned parallel to vertical planes of symmetry and the
material behaves as a normal antiferromagnet.

The change in the

magnetic behavior of bulk a-Fe„0_ in going through the Morin transition
as reflected in the position of Mossbauer lines, is presented in Fig.6.
These spectra were taken above and below the Morin transition temperature, 473K and 83K respectively.

The difference between the spacing of

the pairs of the outer peaks gives the quadrupole coupling constant.

(4) Recoil-Free Fraction, Mossbauer Line Intensity and Line Shapes.

In

general, the fraction of recoil free or zero phonon events, f, is given
by
f = exp {-4n2<x2>/\2}

[3]

where \ is the y-ray wavelength, and <x2>, the mean square vibrational
amplitude of the resonant atom in the direction of the y-ray, increases
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with temperature.

The decrease in f with increasing temperature is a

direct result of the increase of <x2> with temperature; thus, a measure
of f and/or its temperature dependence is a measure of the strength of
binding between the resonant atom and its surroundings (56). In microcrystals the recoil-free fraction was found to differ from the corresponding value in macroscopic samples (85).
Additional chemical and structural information can be provided
through a careful expamination of the relative y-ray intensities of the
Mossbauer spectrum.

In general, the value of Mossbauer transition

probabilities, and therefore the relative intensities, depend on the
angle between the y-ray direction and the principal axis of the magnetic
field or the electric field gradient tensor (68). For quadrupole splitting in

Fe, the ratio of two line intensities is given as:
1
1

1/2

-> 3/2

1/2

•+ 1/2

_ 1 + Cos26

f41

2/3 + Sin26

If crystallites in a powdered sample have a preferred orientation due to
compacting, an unexpected asymmetry of the quadrupole doublet may result
(86-87).

In addition to the preferred orientation effect, the cause of

asymmetry of the quadrupole doublet can be due to the angular dependency
of the recoil free fraction as would be the case for anisotropic vibration in the solid.

This so-called Gol'danskii-Karyagin effect is of

particular interest in catalyst studies.

In this case, the vibration of

a surface atom parallel to the surface plane can be expected to be
different from vibration perpendicular to it (88-89, 135). The anisotropic magnitude of <x2> for "surface atoms" makes the recoil free
fraction angle dependent, thereby affecting the relative y-ray intensities for different nuclear transitions.

A careful study of relative
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y-ray intensities can provide information about the vibrational anisotropy of the atom on the surface and may allow the assignment of the
resonant atoms to the surface.

For single crystals where the orienta-

tion of the sample is known, the orientation of the principle axis of
the magnetic field or electric field gradient tensor with respect to the
crystographic axis can be determined (68). This effect is temperature
dependent and becomes pronounced at higher temperature (89, 135).
Linewidth broadening of the observed resonance lines may also
provide chemical information important to catalyst phenomena.

The

broadening of observed resonance lines is expected to be due to one or
more of the following origins.

First, if all resonating atoms in the

sample are not in an identical chemical environment, e.g., for small
catalyst particles, the contribution of the surface atom to the total
Mossbauer spectrum can be detected through examination of the linewidth;
this provides information about the surface atoms as well as the
particle size.

The second cause of line broadening can have its origin

in the presence of an unresolved quadrupole or magnetic hyperfine splitting, where the magnitude of respective splittings is small and various
peaks of the resonance overlap to produce a broadened envelops.

A line

broadened spectrum can also be produced if the internal magnitude field
fluctuates with a characteristic time that is of the same magnitude as
the lifetime of the nuclear excited state.

The information concerning

the magnetic relaxation rate can be obtained by studying the corresponding line width broadening effect (70). An additional cause of line
broadening can originate from motion associated with the resonant atom
(mobility or diffusivity); a broadening of the y-ray distribution is
expected if the time scale of the motion is of the same order of magni-
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tude as the time scale of the y-ray emission or absorption process.
—8 *) — 1
Effective motion of the order of 10 cm sec
can be studied by the
Mossbauer effect (90).

(5) Properties of Surface Atoms from the Mossbauer Effect.

Knowledge

of the electronic environment of surface nuclei is important in understanding the surface chemistry and the nature of catalytic phenomena
which the primary research objectives in the field of heterogeneous
catalysis.

A means to probe the surface electronic, geometric, dynamic

and chemisorptive properties under reaction conditions is provided by
Mossbauer spectroscopy.

A number of articles dealing with the applica-

tion of the method to solid surface phenomena (58-60), and specific
applications to hetrogeneous catalysts have been reviewed (56-57).
In small particle systems (<100 A°), typical of practical catalysts
where a sufficiently large fraction of resonating nuclei are located on
the surface of the solid, Mossbauer spectroscopy may conventionally be
used to investigate the surface phenomena, including those properties
associated with the atoms present directly on the surface and also those
phenomena which are related to the affect of boundaries of the solid on
the properties of internal atoms. The isomer shift may be a sensitive
probe of differences between the electronic structure of surface and
bulk atoms in small catalyst particles, and effects of chemisorption on
the electronic properties of these systems are amenable to study using
the isomer shift.

The quadrupole splitting of the surface atoms is

related to their respective symmetries.

Lower symmetry of a surface

atom may be reflected in a larger quadrupole splitting for these species
compared to that of bulk atoms, allowing these different types of atoms
to be distinguished.

The lower symmetry of surface atoms compared to
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that of the bulk atoms gives rise to the phenomena called "magnetosurface anisotropy" (72). The magnetic anisotropic energy for a surface
atom depends on the orientation of magnetization with respect to that of
the atom.
structure.

This makes the magnetic interaction sensitive to the surface
The effects of chemisorption on the electronic spin state of

the resonant atom located on the surface of the catalyst may lead to a
localized surface spin cancellation (or creation), or may lead to a
collective change in the spin state of the entire catalyst particle.
The first effect would cause a change in the spectrum area, whereas the
second effect would be observed by a change in the magnitude of the
internal magnetic field for the entire particle.

The mean square dis-

placement of a surface atom is expected to be larger than the respective
value for a bulk atom, thereby allowing these different types of atoms
to be distinguished through their recoil-free fraction temperature
dependencies.

Also the mean square vibration amplitude for a surface

atom may be quite anisotropic, which affects the relative y-ray intensities for different nuclear transitions; thus, information about the
vibrational anisotropy of the atoms on the surface of the particles may
be obtained through a careful examination of relative gamma ray intensities and changes thereof upon chemisorption.

The ability to monitor the

chemical species in the bulk and at the same time to examine the surface
composition of the material should provide the ideal tool in heterogeneous catalyst evaluation.

3.

THE MOSSBAUER SPECTROMETER AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS.
Mossbauer measurements are practical only for selected elements

(55).

Good Mossbauer sources for most active nuclei are now available

commercially.

The source contains a Mossbauer nucleus in its first
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excited state, poised to decay to the ground state and emit a y-ray.

In

order to determine the chemical perturbation of the nuclear levels, the
emitted y-ray energy from the source must be modualated by small varying
amounts.

An electromechanical motion of the source relative to the

> absorber has been employed to produce the desired energy modulation via
the Doppler effect.

For Fe

this requires the generation of a precise

and controlled motion of the source relative to the absorber in the
* mm sec. -1
region of
A variety of differently designed spectrometers has been developed.
Most general purpose spectrometers use the constant vibration mode for
scanning velocity.

In this case, an electromechanical drive is driven

by a specified wave form.

The drive consists of a drive coil to which a

voltage related to the desirable velocity is applied; this causes the
drive shaft (which carries the y-ray source) to move, and a velocitysensing coil supplies feed back voltage which forces the induced driving
voltage to be equal to a desirable periodic reference voltage signal.
With a symmetric ramp function as a reference signal, each ramp function
is repeated by another ramp of opposite slope. During a two ramp
period, the drive shaft velocity then runs linerarly from V
zero to -V
and reverse.
max

through

The modulated energy is then resonantly
6J
'

absorbed by the absorber and the transmitted y-rays counted by the
nuclear detective device.
matic.

The source energy is not always monochro-

The decay scheme from parent to excited source nucleus to

desired excited level to the ground state can generate more than one
y-ray; therefore, an energy selective detector, such as a gas-filled
proportional counting tube or scintillation counter, is usually used.
The detector of choice for low energy y-ray energy isotopes, such as
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Fe, is a proportional counter.

In this detector the incoming radia-

tion ionizes a gas. As the electrons produced are accelerated to the
anode (a wire down the center of the tube), they ionize more gas and
generate more electrons.

The current produced at the anode is propor-

tional to the y-ray energy.
isotopes such as 90 Kev
counter.

The detector of choice for high energy

99
Ru nuclei, requires a Nal(Tl) scintillation

In this detector, light produced by passage of the y-ray

through a Tl activated Nal crystal falls on the photocathode of a photomultiplier tube. The number of electrons in the charge pulse received
by the photomultiplier is proportional to the y-ray energy.

The

detector is connected to an pulse amplifier and a single channel
analyzer (SCA).

The SCA detects the height of the pulses coming from

the linear amplifier and serves as a energy "window", set by the experimenter, and selects the input pulses which fall within the energy
window.

The SCA generates a logic pulse which is sent to a multichannel

analyzer (MCA).

The MCA provides a collection of memory channels

(e.g., 512) into which the pulses from the SCA are stored.

The periodic

drive sweeps through a range of velocities are synchronized to the
respective sweep of the multichannel analyzer.

In this way, as the

drive shaft sweeps through its Doppler velocity cycle, the Multichannel
analyzer sweeps through all of its channels, thereby allocating a
specific velocity increment to each channel.

The storing of counts into

various addresses of the memory device according to the instanteous
Doppler velocity is done in "time mode" operation.

In this mode each of

the memory channels is opened for the storage of counts during a
constant time interval (e.g., 5|Jsec.) until the last channel is reached,
then the cycle is repeated.

Count rates of the order of 10 sec

are
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easily handled by this storage device.

A block diagram of the spectro-

meter is shown in Fig.7.
A majority of Mossbauer experiments are performed at low temperatures.

A description of appropriate low temperature apparatus is avail-

able in the literature (183, 208). Details of sample preparation are
also given (57). In order to exploit the in situ study of catalyst
behavior, a variety of Mossbauer absorber cells have been designed
(91-92).

C.

ZEOLITES, METAL-SUPPORT INTERACTION AND REDOX BEHAVIOR OF
TRANSITION METALS IN ZEOLITES.

1.

ZEOLITES
The unique properties of molecular sieve materials have caused

these substances to exhibit an increasingly important role in industrial
catalysis (93-95).

The zeolites occur naturally (96-97) and they can be

made synthetically (97-98) on an industrial scale.
of different types of synthetic zeolites.

These complex materials are

represented by the general formula M . (A10_)
a metal cation of charge n.

There are hundreds

(Si0„) zH_0, where M is

The subsequent x, y and z are integers and

the ratio x/y (Al/Si) varies between 1/1 to 1/5.
species are the Linde X, Y and A type zeolites.

The most common
The great potential of

X, and specially Y type zeolites as highly active catalysts for many
important processes such as isomerization and petroleum cracking
(99-100) has been recognized for many years.

It has been established

that these crystalline aluminosilicates are more uniform catalysts than
the related amorphous silica-alumina which have wide pore size distributions .

The major source of structural information on zeolites arises from
X-ray crystal structure determinations (101).

The framework structures

of zeolites consist of AlO, and SiO, tetrahedra linked together in a
well defined three dimensional array, composing building units which
range from single 4-rings to larger polyhedral assemblies.

Fig.8 shows

a silicon and aluminum atom with four tetrahedrally coordinated oxygens.
Each AlO, unit in the framework of the zeolite requires the presence af
a cation in order to maintain electrical neutrality.

The silicon or

aluminum is essentially buried in the center of the tetrahedron, thus
the intercrystalline surface of the zeolite consists of oxygen atoms.
Also the ports, or windows, are formed with oxygen.
zeolites are similar.
tural unit.

Type A, X and Y

All contain sodalite cages as their basic struc-

The sodalite cage, Fig.8 consists of 24 (Si/A10.) tetra-

hedra linked together to give a hollow truncated octahedron which contains eight hexagonal faces with a free diameter of 2.2 A°, six square
faces, 24 vertices and 36 edges. The free diameter of the cavity is
6.6 A° with an absorption capability of 4 molecules of water.

In zeo-

lite A, the six four-membered rings of sodalite are joined to neighboring sodalite cages to give octahedral arrays.

In the X and Y zeolites

the four six-membered rings of the sodalite cages are joined by oxygen
bridges to give a tetrahedral array forming a hexagonal prism between
the sodalite cages. The hexagonal prism is composed of two parallel
six-rings and six four-membered sides. The void space in the structure,
the supercage or faugasite cage, occurs as the main cavity in the X and
Y zeolite.

Its structure consists of 18 square faces, 4 six-membered

rings and 4 twelve-membered rings. The free diameter of this elliptically shaped cavity is 13 A°; it is entered through apertures of dis-
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torted chain-shaped 12-membered rings, with a free diameter of 8-9 A°,
The supercage has a capacity of 28 molecules of water.
Zeolites X and Y have the same structure.

X has a lower Si/Al

ratio and consequently a lower acidity than the Y zeolite.

As the Si/Al

ratio increases, the zeolite becomes more acid resistant and its thermal
stability is increased.

On the other hand, increasing the Si/Al ratio

and thereby decreasing the cation content can alter the ion exchange
capacity.

In the sodium form of the X zeolite there are 86 cations per

unit cell and in a typical sample there are 56 sodium ions per unit
cell.

The cations can occur in three different positions in the X

zeolite.

Site I is located in the hexagonal prism faces between the

sodalite units with 16 sites per unit cell.

Site II is located in the

open hexagonal prism with 32 sites per unit cell.

Site III is located

on the walls of the supercage with 48 sites per unit cell.

In the case

of Linde Y zeolite, 56 cations occupy the same position just as in the
Linde X sieve; type I, 16 per unit cell, type II, 32 per unit cell and
type III only 8 per unit cell located on the walls of the supercage.
Single crystals of A and X type zeolites were prepared by
Charnell's method (144), and are shown in Fig.9.

The crystals are grown

by the reaction of appropriate proportions of sodium metasilicate with
sodium aluminate, using triethanolamine as a complexing agent.
temperature was maintained at 85°C for 5 weeks.

The

The diameter size of

single crystals were in the order of 100 Lim (1 micron = 10 °A).

Many

attempts to grow single crystals of Y type zeolite were made in
different laboratories.
cessful.

The results have not yet been totally suc-

Recently a new preparative method was proposed, and the

factors which control the crystal growth are discussed in terms of the
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AlO, tetrahedron with monovalent
4
sodium atom to balance charge

0- Oxygen

©-

A1 or

Electrically neutral
SiO, tetrahedron
4

Si

Sodalite Cage Structure

Arrangement of truncated
octahedra in sodalite

Arrangement of truncated
octahedra in zeolite A

Faujasite structure
type X and Y zeolite

Figure 8. Line drawing of structures of Sodalite, A, X and Y type
zeolites.
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Figure 9. Scanning Electron Micrograph: (a) single crystals of
cubic A, and (b) Octahedral X type zeolite.
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time required to initiate the crystallization at a given reaction temperature (143).
One of the interesting features of zeolites is their reaction
selectivity which is due to their regular, relatively narrow channels
and cavities (103-107).

Zeolites exert a selective action on the basis

of the shape and size of molecules which can enter a cage and have
access to catalytically active centers.

Great interest has been focused

on the selective properties of the zeolites since catalyst selectivity
is a central problem in catalytic research.

The shape selectivity of

zeolites has been studied extensively and is directly related to the
size of channels.

It can be controlled by selecting the zeolite having

an adequate pore size diameter.

Zeolites such as ZSM-5, with their

interconnected straight channel systems of small size, have exhibited
the most pronounced shape selectivity behavior compared to large pore
zeolites such as Y zeolite (107-109).
The zeolite structure offers the possibility of introducing into
the lattice exchangeable cations which make it possible to incorporate
various metals dispersed at the atomic level throughout the zeolite.
These cations are strongly associated with the lattice and possess coordination sites potentially active for catalytic reactions.

The cations

are introducted into the zeolite through.ion exchange using the solution
of the metal salt, amine complex, or the liquid compound of the metal in
an inert atmosphere.

Since the transition metal ion solutions are

normally acidic, partial exchange of protons of the framework may occur.
The excess transition metal may also be preciptated due to a basic
reaction with the zeolite (110).

To avoid complications, the exchange

should to be carried out using a very dilute solution of less than 0.05N
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with the suspended solids at less than 5%.
suitable for adequate exchange.

Ambient temperature is

The ion exchange condition has a pro-

nounced effect on the extent of ion-exchange and the location of ions in
the zeolite skeleton as well as subsequent reduction behavior and dispersion level of metals on the zeolites.

The preparation of metal-con-

taining zeolites includes both the loading of metal in or on the zeolite
and the subsequent treatments governing the final disperson of the
metal.

Ion exchange conditions and the subsequent reduction treatments

may change the catalytic properties fundamentally (111-112).
The interaction between the dipoles of water molecules and the
charges on the zeolite framework usually causes the cavities and intracrystalline channel systems of the zeolite to be filled with water.

In

the hydrated state, the zeolite is regarded as a polyanionic framework
surrounding a solution of positive ions in water.

The water molecules

can usually be removed reversibly without destruction of the framework.
A typical dehydration procedure consists of subjecting the zeolites to
an elevated temperature of 350°C under vacuum of 10 mm-Hg.

The intra-

crystalline channels are then vacant except for the remaining inorganic
cations and the solid structure possesses highly absorbant properties.
In a dehydrated state the cavities can be filled rapidly with gas or
vapors.

The sorptive properties of the zeolites play a key role in

various catalytic applications.

Studies on the pore systems and the

relation of pore structure to absorption properties indicate that the
mechanism of adsorption in such micropores occurs via enchanced adsorption forces in narrow pores and the increased inter-molecular forces
which are pressure dependent (113).

The zeolite lattice displays the characteristics of a very strong
electrolyte.

The strength of the electrolytic property of the structure

depends on the degree of ionic character of linkages between the lattice
atoms.

The ionic character of the crystal is mainly controlled by the

alumina content of zeolite.

The corresponding crystal field dominates

the intracrystalline pore system of the zeolite.

Since the intrapore

surface of the zeolite is fully surrounded by the crystal lattice', both
the surface atoms and the molecules adsorbed within the zeolite crystal
are influenced by the zeolite crystal field.

The crystal field present

in the zeolite is known to be responsible for its high affinity for
occluded alkaline salts (114), its high polarization and the ionization
power of occluded atoms or molecules (115) .
The affinity of zeolites for ionic species is best shown by the
frequently observed ionization of water molecules by cation hydrolysis
(116).

The polarization of absorbed water molecules in a zeolite

followed by the thermal ionization of water molecules catallized by
exchanged bi-or multi valent metal cations is believed to be responsible
for the formation of two distinct hydroxyl groups.

One of them, M (OH),

is attached to the zeolite cations and the other is formed by the interaction of protons from the ionization of water with framework's oxygen.
The hydroxyl group with very acidic hydrogens has been well recognized
as the source of acidic catalytic activity in zeolite.

The catalyti-

cally effective acid sites in bi-or multi-valent cation Y zeolite are
the acidic hydroxyls linked to the framework.

The tendency for cation

hydrolysis increases with the Si/Al ratio of the zeolite framework.

At

higher Si/Al ratio the distance between the anion sites (AlO ) is
increased and the electrostatic shielding of the highly charged cations
is ineffective (117).
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2.

METAL-SUPPORT INTERACTION AND REDOX BEHAVIOR OF THE TRANSITION
METALS IN ZEOLITES.

Small metallic particles dispersed on high surface area supports
are of industrial importance in heterogeneous processes.

Small

particles are demanded because of their structural and chemical
importance as well as the obvious economy of metal utilization.

Changes

in size can alter the distribution of exposed faces, surface irregularities, and edges; thus the number of available structural ensembles on
the surface and the degree of coordinative unsaturation of individual
surface atoms are directly related to the particular size of the
particle involved.

For many reactions the dependency of the activity of

the supported catalyst on the metal particle size is now well
established.

Direct information on the chemical nature and microstruc-

ture of such well dispersed catalysts however is limted due to the
complexity of the system and the practical difficulties involved in
generating and stabilizing, as well as characterizing, such particles of
small size and low concentration.

The demand for improved catalyst

systems requires careful examination of variables which control the
particle size and reduction behavior of supported catalysts during
preparation and subsequent treatments.
Information concerning the nature of the interaction of the
metallic component with the carrier and the solid solvent effect of the
carrier matrix is essential for synthesizing small metallic particles.
One of the main effects influencing the formation of highly dispersed,
zero valent metal entities on the surface of the carrier is the strength
of metal-support interaction.

If the interaction is too strong, reduc-

tion of metal ions to the metallic state usually can not be achieved.
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On the other hand, if the metal-support interaction is too weak, large
metallic particles are formed with the tendency to agglomerate.

To

obtain highly dispersed zero valent metal particles on the surface of
the carrier an optimum strength of metal-support interaction is needed.
The effect of support can be due to the electron transfer from the metal
to the acid sites of the zeolite which promotes the electron deficiency
in the valence bond (124-127) and/or can be due to solid solvent effects
of the matrix which include the effects of the electrostatic field of
the zeolite framework.
Zeolite supported metal catalysts exhibit a different reduction
behavior when compared to conventional metal catalysts.

Reduction may

be hindered or promoted depending on the nature of the metal-support
involved (112, 118, 120). It has been established that very small zeolite encaged metal particles have unusual electronic properties
(121-122).

Since the electronic structure of transition metals tends to

change as the number of atoms involved in the particle decreases (123),
different reduction behavior of metals in a dispersed state can be
associated with an intrinsic change of electronic properties with
particle size.

In addition to intrinsic size effects, the electronic

structure of the cluster can be altered by the environment; i.e., the
effect of support.

The order of reducibility of transition metals on

zeolites does not follow the ionization potential of the metal (112),
thus the properties of transition metals on zeolites more closely
resemble those of ions in solution rather than those of the isolated
metal ions.
The understanding of the kinetics and mechanism of reduction of
transition metals on zeolites is particularly valuable in the prepara-

tion of these catalysts.

The reduction scheme of metal ions on zeolite

is generally achieved by using hydrogen (112).

It is known that the

oxygens of the lattice participate in the redox phenomena of transition
metals by accepting protons and forming hydroxyl groups (126).

The

reduction of some transition metal cations or complexes on zeolites to
the metallic state can be accomplished by vacuo-thermal dehydration
pretreatment.
Oj.

O i

Cu

, Cr

120).

Partial or complete thermal decomposition reduction of
Oj,

, Ni

_i.

, and Ag

cations in zeolites has been reported (112,

In most cases, the M (OH) and zeolite 0-H species have been

detected as the reduction intermediate and have been confirmed by
experimental evidence.

Since the reduction processes involve the forma-

tion of the hydroxyl group, the precipitation of hydroxides will be more
prevalent in the zeolites with lower Si/Al ratios, when stronger alkaline properties allow a greater reaction between framework and protons.
This may explain the observation of metallic Cu in X type zeolite under
mild conditions (128), and the formation of metallic iron in X type
zeolite (129).

It has also been suggested that the ease of reduction is

dependent on the location of the ions in the zeolite (120, 130). The
reduction process is believed to be diffusion controlled when the reduction of supercage ions is assumed to take place first, followed by the
migration of sodalite ions into the supercage, and subsequent reduction.
The ions remaining in the hexagonal prism are not easily reduced.
Correlations have been observed between standard electrode potential and
the reducibility of transition metal ions in zeolites (112).

The order

of reducibility of the ions follows the electrochemical potentials. The
2+
0
ease of reduction of Pd /Pd is in agreement with the position of this
element in the electrochemical series (+.83V).

The reduction of Ni or
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Cu (smaller standard electrode potentials) is achieved at higher temper-'
ature.

No reduction has been observed for ferrous ions in Y zeolite

which is in agreement with its small standard electrode potential
(-.41V).
In general, noble metals on zeolite are reducible by hydrogen to
the metallic state, but treatment conditions must be optimized to obtain
the highest dispersion.

2+
Thermal decomposition of the Pt(NH„), complexe

on zeolite results in the formation of a hydride species, Pt (H), when
the hydride can be reduced with hydrogen to metallic Pt. The influence
of treatment conditions on reduction behavior and metal dispersion of
this catalyst have been extensively studied (112, 122). When the
2+
Pt(NH„),

complex is reduced with hydrogen without previous decomposi-

tion pretreatment, a neutral hydride is formed.
to agglomeration of the platinum.

Its decomposition leads

Activation by flowing 0„ or air prior

to hydrogen reduction is an essential treatment to obtain the highest
dispersion of Pt.
The redox behavior of palladium on zeolite is very similar to that
of platinum.

2+
In the course of the thermal decomposition of Pd(NH„), ,

the oxidation pretreatment in air or oxygen is needed to avoid palladium
agglomeration (112, 122). After calcination of the amine complex, Pd

2+

ions are formed which can be easily reduced to dispersed metallic Pd
even at room temperature (131).
The chemistry of transition metals in zeolites has attracted considerable attention because these systems have potential both in fundamental and applied chemistry.

The reduction-oxidation and hydration-

dehydration of Ru and Fe and their bimetallic mixtures supported on Y
zeolite will be described in detail in subsequent chapters.

CHAPTER II

IRON EXCHANGED Y-ZEOLITE

INTRODUCTION
There is significant current interest in developing methods for
preparing small, stable iron particles.

Such particles have special

surface structures and electronic properties and their high surface
areas are of particular interest in catalytic processes.

Iron is an

active and selective catalyst for a number of reactions, but it plays a
big role in two important industrial processes, the production of
ammonia and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, where it has been used as porous
iron prepared by the reduction of iron oxide. While dispersed small
metallic particles prepared on the surface of a support normally result
in higher activity and improved selectivity, there is considerable
evidence in the literature that iron compounds introduced onto the
support are difficult to reduce to the metallic state.

The formation of

fine, zero valent iron particles on the surface of a support is
influenced by two effects which act in opposite directions; i.e. the
extent and strength of metal-support interaction, and the degree of
loading.

A strong interaction between metal and support usually pre-

vents the reduction of iron particles to the metallic state.

On the

other hand, in the presence of a weak metal-support interaction, large
metallic particles may be formed due to migration, which in turn further
accelerates the reduction.

Reduction also proceeds at high metal load-
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ings or when large precursor particles have been reduced, leading again
to large metallic particles.

Thus, full reduction of large metallic

particles can be achieved in the presence of weak metal-support interaction or by high metal loading.

To obtain highly dispersed zero valent

iron particles on the surface of a carrier, optimum strength metalsupport interactions and degree of loading is needed.
One method of characterizing iron containing particles is Mossbauer
spectroscopy.

This technique has been used to study the chemical states

of iron on the surface of A190_ supports during various reductionoxidation treatments. Ferric ions in low concentration (0.1%) were
unaffected by hydrogen at room temperature and reduced only to the
ferrous state in H„ at temperatures up to 700°C.
loading, the reduction of Fe
beyond the Fe

2+

3+

Thus, at low metal

on the surface of A1„0

state even at high temperature.

does not go

The A1„0„ support

strongly bonds the ferric ions in empty octahedral positions of the
support and prevents migration on the surface.

At high metal loadings

when the iron concentration exceeds the amount needed to fill these
empty sites, large metallic iron particles are detected after treatment.
No change occurres in the Mossbauer spectrum upon exposure of the
catalyst to oxygen at room temperature (132-134).

The result of an

earlier investigation dealing with iron on the surface of the same
carrier indicates the formation of very fine Fe
oxidation treatment (135).

3+

particles during the

The fine particles have been detected by

means of an asymmetric doublet spectrum.

The asymmetric character of

the doublet is the result of the anisotoropy of the amplitude of thermal
vibration of iron atoms on the surface of the particles.

With fine

particles (less than 100 A 0 ) , the ratio of the number of atoms on the
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surface to those in the bulk is high enough to distinguish surface atoms
in the total Mossbauer spectrum.
SiO_ supports provide a weaker interaction between the support and
the iron particles than the corresponding A1„0„ supports.

Thus reduc-

tion to the metallic state should be possible at lower metal loading on
SiO'.

However, several Mossbauer studies have shown that Fe on the

surface of SiO„ at loadings less than 1% is generally difficult to
reduce to the metallic state. Reduction can be achieved however for
loadings of about 3% where agglomeration occurs to form larger particles
(136-141).
Reduction can also be accomplished if large precursor particles,
such as a-Fe~0„ are being reduced.

However, A1.0„ and SiO„ supported

a-Fe„0„ may behave differently than the unsupported oxide.

The Tempera-

ture Programmed Reduction (TPR) profile for Fe_0„/SiO„ consisted of two
peaks at about 300°C and 450°C where the corresponding Fe„0„/Al 0„
reduction commenced above 400°C and proceeded to about 700°C (120, 142).
This TPR study clearly demonstrates the existence of a stronger interaction between a-Fe_0„ with the surface of A1_0
interaction on the surface of Si0„.

than the corresponding

Mossbauer studies of the same

materials, prepared by the impregnation of supports with iron compound
solutions and subsequent oxidation treatment, resulted in the formation
of bulk a-Fe_0 and iron oxide in the superparamagnetic state.

After

reduction, large metallic particles were detected as the result of the
reduction of a-Fe_0„, while the superparamagnetic fraction was reduced
only to the ferrous state (138).
Factors which influence the overall dispersion of the metal ions
are mainly those associated with the extent of metal-support interac-

tion.

One of the factors which affects the interaction is the acidity

of the impregnating solution.

Impregnation at lower pH values results

in a weaker interaction between a silica gel surface and ferric ions, as
indicated by a low intensity Mossbauer spectrum.
' temperature exhibited hyperfine splitting.

The spectrum at low

By increasing the pH value

during impregnation, the interaction increased and no hyperfine splitting was observed at low temperature, indicating a smaller particle
distribution on the surface (137).

The precipitation of ferric oxyhy-

drate molecules (as the result of hydrolysis of the ferric nitrate
solution) is assumed to be occurring on the surface at higher pH values
during the impregnation process (22).
The nature of the starting material is found to play an important
role in the reduction and dispersion behavior of iron metal on the
surface of the carrier (148-149).

The result of these investigations

implies that decomposition of the precursor structure occurs before a
distribution of iron particles can be attained.

Those precursors which

decompose slowly lead to smaller dispersed particles. Very small and
stable metallic particles were detected on the surface of MgO supportes
(145-148).

The reduced particles consisted of metallic iron and some

2+
Fe

2+
clusters.

iron particles.

The clusters of Fe

apparently isolate the metallic

It is suggested that MgO is not an inert carrier for

metallic iron and that chemical interaction is essential for stabilization of small metallic particles.
The Mossbauer spectroscopy of ferrous and ferric ion-exchanged
zeolite A (150-154), X (129) and Y (155-160) has been reported as a
function of hydration-dehydration and/or oxidation-reduction treatments.
Type A, X and Y zeolites are basically similar.

All contain the soda-
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lite cage as their basic structure unit and internal site for cations.
In zeolite A the six four-membered rings of sodalite are joined to
neighboring sodalite cages to give an octahedral array, while in the X
and Y zeolites the four six-membered rings are joined by oxygen bridges
to give a tetrahedral array forming a hexagonal prism between the sodalite cages.

Thus the hexagonal prism cages in X and Y zeolite, which

are the major internal sites for cations, do not exist in A zeolite.
Zeolite X and Y have the same structure.

X has a lower Si/Al ratio and

consequently, a lower acidic property than Y zeolite.

The Y zeolite has

received the most attention because of its great importance in absorption and catalysis.

Ferric and ferrous exchanged Y zeolite in a dehy-

dration pretreatment step exhibited a Mossbauer spectrum which was
composed of two superimposed doublets.

One set of signals was assigned

to ferrous ions in an octahedral coordination site in an oxygen ligand
environment in the hexagonal prism (site I) (159-160).

This doublet was

not observed for ferric exchanged A zeolite, a zeolite which does not
contain hexagonal prism structural units (152).

This assignment has

also recently been confirmed by X-ray powder examination of the location
and coordination environment of cations in Y zeolite (156).

The

Mossbauer spectrum of dehydrated material also displays a second quadrupole doublet which was originally assigned to ferrous ions in four
fold coordination sites near the hexagonal windows having three Fe-OAl
bonds and one Fe-OH or Fe-O-Fe bond (160).

The second doublet has also

been tentatively assigned to the precipitated iron oxide or hydroxides.
On the basis of an X-ray crystal structure examination, this doublet has
now been assigned to the three coordinated ferrous ions at site I'
(156).

The reduction of ferrous or ferric ion exchanged Na-Y has been
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carried out in flowing hydrogen at temperatures up to 700°C.

Although

ferric ion could be reduced to ferrous, further reduction to metallic
iron has not been observed.

The reduction of ferric exchanged Ca-X type

zeolite to metallic iron by hydrogen at 360°C has been reported (129).
This different reduction behavior of ferric ion is attributed to the
difference in acidity of X and Y type zeolites.

Lower Si/Al ratios,

consquently lower acidic properties, of X type zeolites seem to promote
the reduction behavior of iron.
The above background information indicates the difficulty in preparing catalytically active, highly dispersed metallic iron particles on
a particular support.

The thrust of our work in this area was to

explore possible new ways to accomplish this task.

Our approach was to

modify the acidity of Na-Y zeolite by ion exchanging the Na
ion.

+

+
with NH,

Upon heating this material, de-ammoniation should produce a

species such as H -Y forming a bifunctional catalyst with acidic proper<

ties different from those of Na-Y zeolite.

Furthermore, the product of

de-ammoniation, NH„, might mix with hydrogen under reduction conditions
and the use of an ammonia/hydrogen mixture as the reductant might
2+
3+
facilitate the reduction processes. Also Fe , but not Fe , strongly
coordinates with NH„ ligands (161). This could lead to a reduction in
the strength of the Fe

2+

interaction with the zeolite framework which

would promote the reduction of the initial iron species.

Thus, this

portion of the study was undertaken to charaterize the chemical states
and the reducibility of ferric ions supported on NH.-Y zeolite.

The

behavior of this bifunctional catalyst during hydration-dehydration and
oxidation-reduction treatments was assessed by Mossbauer spectroscopy.
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EXPERIMENTAL
A Na-Y zeolite (SK-40 Linde company), was ion exchanged with fresh
portions of 10% ammonium sulfate solution.
+
+
almost 90% replacement of Na by NH,.

Chemical analysis confirmed

The sample of iron supported

NH.-Y zeolite was prepared by ion exchange using ferric nitrate solution
under N„ atmosphere at ambient temperature.

The concentration of the

solution was adjusted to produce an exchange of 30% of NH, by iron.

The

exchange levels were determined by analyzing for Na ions in the solution
after ion exchange by the uranyl acetate method (206).

The resulting

weight precent of metal in the zeolite was approximately 2.5% iron.

The

exchanged sample was thoroughly washed with distilled water to remove
excess salts and dried under vacuum overnight at ambient temperature.
The X-ray powder diffraction pattern did not reveal any decomposition or
reformation of the zeolite's crystal lattice during the ion exchange
process.

A catalyst pellet was made by taking 150mg of sample and

pressing at lOOOpsi into a 1.25cm diameter wafer.
was placed in the reaction cell.

The finished wafer

The cell was arranged so that the

catalyst pellet could be lowered into position between the windows of
the reactor for spectroscopic examination and pulled upward into a
heated section for various treatments.

Mylar windows were used for

Mossbauer spectroscopy measurements and NaCl windows were used for I.R.
examination.

This allowed in situ spectra to be obtained for catalyst

treatments up to 500°C.

A gas vacuum rack system provided a means for

pumping down the reactor vessel as well as filling it with oxygen-free,
moisture-free gas, Fig.10.

The vacuum in the system was monitored by

mean of a T.C. vacuum gauge connected to a manifold with a glass to
metal joint.

(8)

(1)

\4=m
(2)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

To Vacuum
Cold trap
Vacuum Gge
Molecular Sieves (Linde 3A°)
Cu Catalyst (BASF)
Mercury
Flowmeter
Gas inlet
Temperature monitor &
Furnace
(10) Sample
(11) Window

Figure 10. Reaction cell and gas vacuum rack system.
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Fe Mossbauer spectra were obtained on a constant acceleration,
Austin Science Associates spectrometer which provided the Doppler
velocity modulation to a 50 mCi

Co source in a rhodium host lattice.

The source was purchased from Spire corporation, Bedford, Mass.

A full

description of the spectrometer is presented in a previous chapter.

The

data were accumulated in a signal averager and data reduction was
carried out by a conventional least squares Lorentzian line shape program on an Interdata 32/8 computer.

A modified standard Mossbauer

fitting program written originally by Stone (162) was used to define
values of peak positions, full width at half maximum, peak intensities
peak areas, isomer shifts in mmsec
and standard deviations.

, quadrupole splitting in mmsec

The experimental points and the calculated

least square curves were plotted by a Tectronix interactive digital
plotter 4662.

All velocities are reported relative to the center of the

split spectrum of an iron foil standard at room temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Mossbauer spectrum of the fully hydrated Fe

3+

,NH,-Y zeolite,

containing 2.7% iron, showed a doublet of relatively high signal in_1>
tensity at room temperature, Fig.11a, (I.S. = 0.37 mm s
and Q.S. =
0.78 mm s

) . The parameters indicate that the iron is present as high

spin ferric ions.

The comparison of the isomer shift with comparable

values for ferric ions in different coordination sites (67), suggests
that the Fe

3+

ions are octahedrally coordinated.

The most probable

environment for the ferric ions in the zeolite are the oxygens of the
framework and/or water molecules.

In zeolite Y the ratio of Si/Al is

about 2.4 and there is a considerable negative charge density on the
framework, thus the cations have a tendency to interact more strongly
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with the framework.

Additional support for this conclusion is provided

by liquid nitrogen temperature examination of the sample where the
Mossbauer signals showed a small enhancement in intensity over those
observed at room temperature.

The broad line of the ferric doublet is

interpreted as resulting from variations in the electric field gradient
tensor at different cationic sites which indicates a distribution of
iron environment.
A catalyst pellet made from the initial sample was placed in the
Mossbauer cell and evacuated to 10
temperature.

torr pressure for 24 hours at room

The sample was then subjected to a final temperature of

350°C which was increased in one stage during a 30 minute period.

The

cell was evacuated at this temperature for 4 hours, to the final pressure of 10

torr, and the Mossbauer spectrum recorded (Fig.lib).

The

results are not significantly different from those obtained for ferric
or ferrous exchanged Na-Y zeolite (155-160), and Ca-X zeolite (129).
Dehydration up to 500°C did not change the characteristic spectrum
significantly.

Only a small increase in the area of the two inner peaks

was observed; thus, the 350°C temperature condition for the dehydration
process is sufficient for the removal of the majority of water molecules.

The total area of spectrum lib, the dehydrated sample, is at

least 70% larger than that obtained for the original sample.

The area

under the Mossbauer peaks is gradually enhanced during the step wise
dehydration process of A zeolite (150-151), L-zeolite (165) or Na-Y
zeolite (160).

The difference is attributed to the removal of water

molecules causing localization of ions originally solvated with subsequent formation and/or increased bonding between the metal ions and the
zeolite framework.

The best fit to this spectrum consists of at least
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two superimposed doublets, one outer doublet; (I.S. = 1.2 mms
= 2 . 3 mms
0.7 mms

) and one inner doublet; (I.S. = 0.9 mms

and Q.S.

and Q.S. =

) . The values indicate that the dehydration process reduces

most of the ions to the ferrous state.

The reduction mechanism may

involve the cation hydrolysis processes, described in the previous
chapter, p. 40-41.

As the result of this reduction scheme, Fe(OH)

species must have been formed.

The isomer shift value for Fe

2+

in

tetrahedral coordination in FeAlO, (164), and in the mineral staurolite
(67) is very close to the value deduced for the inner doublet.

The

inner doublet therefore has been assigned to ferrous ions tetrahedrally
coordinated to three oxygens of aluminum and to a hydroxyl group.

The

outer, intense quadrupole lines are characteristic of ferrous ion in an
octahedral ligand environment.

This symmetry is provided by site I of

the zeolite framework, located at the hexagonal prism window between the
sodalite cages.

Good evidence for this assignment is provided by the

dehydration study performed on ferric exchanged A zeolite which does not
contain hexagonal prisms and does not exhibit the outer doublet
described above.
The exposure of the dehydrated sample to air at room temperature
for 24 hours did oxidize a major portion of the ions to the ferric
state, (spectrum lie).

Oxidation of ferrous ions in the presence of

2+
water should form Fe(OH)
groups.

The strong tendency of ferric ions

to hydrolyze (166), can lead to structures such as Fe(0H)„.

Thus the

2+
+
final spectrum can contain peaks representative of Fe(OH) , Fe(0H)„ and
some unreduced Fe

2+

species.

The subsequent treatment in air at 200°C

for 2 hours, converts all of the iron to the ferric state (spectrum lid)
which produces a spectrum indistinguishable from that observed for the
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freshly hydrated starting material.

Line width examination of the

spectrum indicated that the environment of the iron species has become
more uniform and symmetrical during the oxidation process.
A portion of the dehydrated sample(lib) was exposed to hydrogen at
room temperature (Fig.lie), and subsequently reduced at 400°C for 4
hours (Fig.llf).

The reduction process has changed the shape of the

Mossbauer spectrum, indicating further distribution of the iron species
but no reduction of the ferrous ions to the metallic state. Furthermore, a major portion of the ferrous spcies can be converted to the
ferric state by oxidation at room temperature (Fig.llg).

This result is

indicative of a reversible oxidation-reduction cycle, where ferrous and
ferric state are interconvertible.

X-ray powder diffraction profiles of

the sample after two repeated oxidation-reduction cycles at 400°C showed
some decomposition of the zeolite lattice, as evidenced by a decrease in
the peak intensities and an increase in the peak width and profile
background.
In a separate experiment, the reduction of the dehydrated ferric or
ferrous species exchanged into Y-zeolite was carried out by hydrogen
treatment at higher temperatures and for longer periods of time than
previously described.

Again the reduction did not proceed beyond the

ferrous state. No evidence for reduction to the metallic state was
found.

Upon exposure of these samples to air, in some instances, no

Mossbauer spectrum was observed at room temperature.

This feature is

similar to the disappearance of the resonance when ferric Dowex 50 resin
is hydrated (167).

In this case, the disappearance of the resonance

effect has been attributed to the solvation of ions (168).

In the case

of Y zeolite, there is a high affinity for water molecules, causing a
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strong interaction between water molecules present in air and the zeolitic cations and/or framework; consequently the metal-support interaction is weakened and metal cations become solvated and mobile in the
intracrystalline fluid.

The solvation of iron has usually been observed

when the starting materials contain ferric, rather than ferrous cations
(to keep the ferrous in +2 oxidation state during the preparation, the
exchange solution should be slightly acidic).

This effect can probably

be attributed to the stronger interaction between the zeolite and the
ferrous, rather than ferric, ions during the preparation stage.

In the

broader sense, one can speculate that the nature of the iron-zeolite
interaction involves the electron transfer from the metal to the acid
sites of zeolite.

The extent of such phenomena is pronounced for the

ferrous cation, consequently the strong metal-support interaction prevents solvation.

The solvation effect probably differenciates between

ferrous and ferric exchanged Y-zeolite systems.

Other oxidation-reduc-

tion properties of the two systems are very similar.

The same solvation

effect was observed when a hot reduced sample was suddenly air exposed.
The solvation phenomena is also sensitive to the nature of the second
metal in the system as will be discussed in a subsequent chapter.
In spite of different approaches taken to modify the reduction
behavior of iron and to overcome the difficulties in preparing highly
dispersed metallic iron particles on the zeolite, the result of this,
work has so far shed no new light on this problem.

The thrust of our

work in this area is to explore possible new ways to accomplish this
task.
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Figure 11.

Fe Mossbauer spectra at room temperature of ferric
exchanged NH,-Y zeolite: (a) catalyst as initially
prepared.
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Figure 11. (Cont's)
(b) Evacuated 4 Hr. @ 623°K. (c) Exposed to air > 24 Hr.
@ room temperature. (d) oxidized in air 2 Hr. @ 573°K.
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(e) A portion of dehydrated sample b is reduced 2 Hr.,
H @ room temperature, (f) Reduced 4 Hr., H~ @ 673°K.
(g) Exposed to air > 24 Hrs. @ room temperature.

CHAPTER III

RUTHENIUM AND IRON-RUTHENIUM EXCHANGED Y-ZEOLITES

INTRODUCTION
The modification of supported iron catalysts in the presence of
other transition metals has been previously established.

There is

evidence that the presence of noble metals promotes the formation of an
iron species different from that in the iron only systems.

In the

presence of Pt or Pd a remarkable chemical change in the nature of the
iron has been observed.

The accelerated reduction process for iron in

the presence of transition metals leads to bimetallic formation.
been proven that the addition of Pt to iron on the surface of SiO

It has
and

A1„0„ has induced the formation of a bimetallic catalyst after reduction
(132-134, 197-199).

The bimetallic formation is pronounced at high

metal loadings and especially when the catalyst is rich in the noble
metal.

Where the Fe/Pt concentration ratio is about one, some unreduced

iron is left in the system.
addition to PtFe and Fe
formed.

2+

At higher concentration (~15 wt%), in

, large ferromagnetic iron particles are also

The nature of the accelerated reduction process at the surface

of the bimetallic clusters is involved in hydrogen atom spillover which
is caused by the dissociation of molecular hydrogen on the adjacent Pd
or Pt atoms. When iron is surrounded by noble metals, the iron-oxygen
bond is apparently weakened, and the adsorbed oxygen is titrated by the
spillover of hydrogen.
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In contrast, the addition of ruthenium to iron did not appear to
influence significantly the reduction behavior of iron (200).

At high

concentrations however, a Fe-Ru interaction has been observed (48). It
was also observed that in the presence of iron at very low concentration, the iron can not be reduced; yet the presence of the iron caused
the dispersion of ruthenium on the surface of the carrier (22). This
effect was rationalized in terms of a strong bond between iron and
oxygen leading to the formation of iron oxide which prevents the agglomerization of ruthenium particles.

The thrust of the work outlined

below was to investigate the characteristics of this bimetallic system
more fully, particularly in Y-Zeolite.

However, to provide appropriate

comparisons, it was necessary to examine the zeolite system with
ruthenium only.

In the following sections, the behavior of ruthenium on

the surfaces of different supports will be reviewed.
Among various transition metals used in catalytic processes, a
unique and versatile chemical reaction is demonstrated by the ruthenium
nucleus.

Due to its rich chemistry and ease in oxidation/reduction in a

variety of oxidation states, it can catalyze a wide range of reactions,
i.e. pronounced selectivity for the reduction of nitrogen oxide to
nitrogen in exhaust gases (169-170), high activity for methanation of
carbon monoxide (171-172), utility in the Fischer-Tropsch synthesis of
hydrocarbons (1-2), activity in the water gas shift reaction (173-175),
catalytic activity in photochemical and solar conversion reactions
(3-4), and activity for the hydrogenation of benzene (176) and several
other feedstocks.

Also ruthenium oxide is currently of interest as an

oxide for chlorine production in the chloro-alkai industry and metallic
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ruthenium is being utilized as a promoter for Pt in the electrooxidation
of methanol in fuel cells (177-179).
The oxidation-reduction behavior of unsupported ruthenium catalysts
has been extensively studied by means of Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR).

This technique consists of increasing the temperature of a

partially oxidized catalyst at a low uniform rate and measuring the rate
of hydrogen consumption.

TPR curves of RuO_ reveal a maximum rate of

reduction at 200°C with reduction complete at 270°C.

When a freshly

formed surface of ruthenium was exposed to oxygen at room temperature,
it was covered by a film of RuO. (180-181).

The reduction of ruthenium

oxide at 170°C with a H„ consumption equivalent to the reduction of Ru
to Ru

4+

has also been reported (182).

Silica supported Ru is oxidized more easiy than the unsupported
metal because of the smaller metal particle size (180).

Ru/SiO„ pre-

pared by the reduction of RuCl„/SiO_ undergoes surface oxidation
followed by bulk oxidation upon air exposure of the sample at room
temperature.

The oxidation-reduction behavior of RuCl *l-3 H_0 impreg-

nated on A1_0„ and Si0_ has been studied by Mossbauer spectroscopy
(183).

The data indicate that ruthenium trichloride undergoes a

chemical change when impregnated on an alumina support but not when
supported on silica, indicating that Ru may be coordinated to the A1_0„
support.

Upon calcination of both samples in flowing air at 400°C, RuO

particles were formed.

Ruthenium metal was detected as the result of

the subsequent reduction of these same samples in flowing hydrogen at
400°C.

No observable Mossbauer spectrum could be seen for the reduced

ruthenium on Si0„ although clearly defined spectra were observed for the
reduced ruthenium on A1„0 . This effect can be attributed to the
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existence of much smaller metallic particles or for a much weaker support interaction for silica as compared with A1„0~.
Because of their catalytic potential for many selected reactions,
the zeolite supported ruthenium catalysts have been studied extensively.
The investigation usually consists of a preparation step utilizing ion
exchange loading of the zeolite with an appropriate ruthenium complex
cation followed by the characterization of sequential chemical products
formed during decomposition, oxidation-reduction and/or reaction treatments . Several ruthenium amine complexes have been used for ion exchange including:

[Ru(NH3)5 N 0 ] 2 + (186), [Ru(NH ) N 2 ] 2 + (186-188),

[Ru(NH 3 ) 6 ] 2+ (189), [Ru(en) 3 ] 2+ (186), [Ru(NH 3 ) 6 ] 3+ (189-193).

Also

2+
3+
complexes such as [Ru(bpy)]
(194), and [Ru(H„0),]
(195) have been
used.
2+
The [Ru(NH„),. N„]
complex exchanged Y-zeolite has been studied by
Mossbauer spectroscopy (187-188).

In this system the metal ion complex

was distorted by its attachment to the zeolite and exhibited a spectrum
having a large quadrupole splitting as compared with initial bulk
material.

The exchanged material completely turned a wine red color

when exposed to air at room temperature.

Based on extensive I.R. and

U.V. visible spectral characterization of this material, an oxygen6+
bridged ruthenium trimer, [Ru(NH ) -0-Ru(NH ),-0-Ru(NH ) ] , "ruthenium
red" was postulated (187).

The oxidation state of ruthenium was in-

creased from (II) in the starting material to a mixture of III and IV in
ruthenium red.

The mechanism of formation and the assignment of

"ruthenium red" as the compound in the zeolite formed as the product of
air oxidation of dinitrogen ruthenium however, is a matter of controversy in the literature.

2+
The hydroysis of [Ru(NH_)_N„] -Y in air to
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2+
the purple complex [Ru(NH_)_ OH] -Y has also been proposed, (186-196).
The conversion was thought to occur according to the following reaction:
[Ru H (NH ) N ] 2 + + H O -» [Ru III (NH 3 ) 5 0 H ] 2 + + NH* + other [5]
products.

Where the H O came from hydrates in the zeolite . The formation of
[Ru

(NH„). OH]

could however be an intermediate which is further

oxidized to ruthenium red, according to the following reactions (191)
9+

TV

+

9+

[Ru(NH3)5 0 H ] Z + H 2 0 -> trans - [Ru V ( N H 3 ) 4 (0H) 2 ] Z

+ NH 4

2 [ R u m ( N H 3 ) 5 0 H ] 2 + + trans - [Ru IV (NH 3 ) 4 (0H) 2 ] 2+ •+

[6]

[7]

[ R u H I ( N H 3 ) 5 -0- Ru I V (NH 3 ) 4 -0- R u I H ( N H 3 ) 5 ] 6 + + 2H20.
3+
The [Ru(NH„),.]
complex exchanged in Y zeolite has also been
5 o

reported to undergo a slow reaction with zeolite hydrates to form a deep
wine red complex.

ESCA examination of this material, exhibited a nitro-

gen Is peak which was composed of two components (190).

One was

assigned to the coordinated NH„ and a weak shoulder was found to correspond to the binding energy of nitrogen in NH4~Y zeolite.

The following

hydrolysis is proposed:
[Ru(NH 3 ) 6 ] 3+ + H 2 0 -> [Ru(NH3)5 0 H ] 2 + + NH*

[8]

followed subsequently by equation [6] and [7]. These hydrolysis reactions were found to proceed faster on more basic X-type zeolite (191).
The "ruthenium-red" complex is held easily in the zeolite supercage, and
is thermally unstable (190).

Vacuum thermal decomposition at tempera-

tures as low as 112°C resulting in partial or complete reduction of
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ruthenium to the metallic state has been reported.

Nitrogen gas has

been detected in the decomposition product, (193) leading to the proposal that NH

ligands decompose into N

and H„.

available for the reduction of ruthenium cations.

The labile H_ is then
By monitoring the

amount of hydrogen uptake in the subsequent reduction step, it has been
calculated that up to 80% of the ruthenium ions have been reduced to the
metallic state during the dehydration step.

The results of an X-ray

structural determination and the examination of power diffraction
patterns for ruthenium(III)hexamine on Y zeolite have identified the
atomically dispersed Ru inside the sodalite cages formed either by
vacuum thermal decomposition treatment or by heating under hydrolyzing
condition where a H.O + H 0 mixture is present (192).

Under oxidation

conditions the migration of particles to the surface was observed (190).
The high temperature thermal activation of the supported transition
metals in 0_ prior to the reduction step, usually helped to achieve high
metal dispersion.

In the case of ruthenium, however, this approach is

not feasible because the metal in the oxide form sinters easily into
large Ru0„ particles.

An optimum strength of interaction between the

metal and the support in the calcination step is needed to obtain the
highest dispersion (22). The weak ruthenium-support interaction in the
calcined state, is due to the very low bond strength of the metal to
support oxygens as in RuO- compared with oxides of other transition
metals.

It has been suggested (190) that ruthenium clusters may be

oxidized at ambient temperature and retained in a dispersed state if the
oxygen is added slowly in order to prevent a thermal excursion.
The influence of certain preparation conditions on metal dispersion
has been investigated.

A higher degree of dispersion and a more uni-
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form distribution is achieved by impregnating the support with an acidic
ruthenium precursor solution.

A calcination treatment prior to the

reduction step increases the particle size and larger Ru metal particles
are detected (183).

Repeated oxygen-hydrogen treatments disintegrate

the ruthenium particles and the activity of the catalysts is enhanced
(185).
After a study phase in our laboratory dealing with attempts to
generate and study Ru(II) trapped in the Y zeolite matrix, this second
phase was undertaken to extend the investigation to Ru(III) species, and
to exploit the
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Ru Mossbauer effect as a tool for obtaining direct

spectroscopic evidence of the oxidation state of ruthenium species
during dehydration and oxidation-reduction treatments.
Studies were also conducted to evaluate the affect of the addition
of ruthenium to iron zeolite systems to look for enhanced reducibility
of iron.
99

Evaluation of these systems can be accomplished by combining
57

Ru and

Fe Mossbauer data.

The use of this "double-labelled" bi-

metallic system characterization provides a unique tool for the determination of the overall chemical properties of the mixed metal catalyst
system.
EXPERIMENTAL
MATERIAL AND CATALYST PREPARATION
Hexammine ruthenium(II) chloride, [Ru(NH0)-]Cl„, was prepared by
Jo
z
the method of Fergusson and Love (202).

RuCl «l-3 H O (Engelhard Ind.)

was thermally activated by the addition of concentrated hydrochloric
acid and evaporation to dryness over a steam bath.

The resulting metal

chloride was added to concentrated ammonia hydroxide and reduced by the
addition of excess zinc dust (Mallinckrodt, analytical reagent grade),
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and boiled until a change in the color of the solution was evident.

The

solution was immediately filtered and a small portions of ammonium chloride reagent was added to the yellow filtrate until crystallization of
the product, [Ru(NH ),C1 , commenced.
ice cooling of the solution.

Crystallization was complete upon

The product was subsequently filtered and

washed with small portions of cold ammonium hydroxide, followed by cold
ethanol washings, and stored over P90,. in the desiccator under vacuum.
The hexammine ruthenium(III) chloride was obtained by the oxidation of
the ruthenium(II) complex (203).

The identity of the product was veri-

fied by I.R. examination (204-205).
3+
[Ru(NH~),]
exchanged Y-zeolite was prepared by standard ion
exchange techniques using Na-Y (SK-40) from the Linde Company.

The

-3
-1
exchange solution was 3x10
M 1
[Ru(NH„),]C1_, and the volume of the
solution was adjusted so that 30% of the Na
ruthenium complex.

ions were replaced by the

The exchange was performed overnight under nitrogen

atmosphere at ambient temperature.
3+
3+
The [Ru(NH-), , Fe ] - Y catalyst was prepared by a sequential ion
3+
exchange technique in which the [Ru(NH_),]
ions were exchanged first.
The resulting catalyst was filtered under N_ atmosphere and subsequently
dispersed in oxygen-free water containing Fe(N0 ) . The solution concentrations were adjusted so 30% of the Na

ions were replaced by each

cation.
2+
2+
The [Ru(NH_), , Fe ] - Y zeolite bimetallic catalyst was prepared
by a sequential ion exchange method using solutions containing
[Ru(NH ),]C1

and FeCl„.

that 30% of the Na

The solution concentrations were adjusted so

ions were exchanged by either Fe

or [Ru(NH„),]
j o

cations.

To maintain the iron in the (II) oxidation state during the
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exchange process, the exchange, filtrations and washings were performed
under N_ atmosphere.

The exchange reaction was allowed to proceed over

night.
The filtrates were washed throughly with oxygen free, distilled
water and then dried overnight under vacuum at ambient temperature and
stored over P~0

in the desiccator under vacuum.

The exchange levels

were determined by analyzing for Na ions in the solution after ion
exchange by uranyl acetate methods (206).

The resulting weight percent

of metal in the zeolite was determined to be approximately 5% for Ru and
2.5% for Fe.
To make the results comparable, the treatment conditions for the
dehydration and oxidation-reduction of the exchanged materials were
maintained as.reported in the previous chapter.

The initial catalysts

(INIT.), were reduced by evacuation of the sample to 10

torr with

subsequent heat treatment to 400°C under flowing hydrogen for 2 hours
(REDU.).

The oxidation was carried out by exposing the samples to air

at room temperature (EXPO.).

In some cases, high temperature oxidation

in air was also performed (OXID.).
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Ru MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPY.
The Mossbauer effect in ruthenium was first reported by Kistner for

the 90 Kev transition in

99
Rh (207-208).

The chemical exploitation of

the effect was begun by Good and co-workers (209-213) and by Mossbauer
and co-workers (214).

The effect has been successfully applied to a

variety of chemical compounds containing ruthenium in oxidation states
II through VIII and to some mixed oxidation, binuclear compounds.

The

chemical shift and quadrupole splitting parameters and their interpretation in terms of structure and bonding provide a unique probe of the
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divers chemistry of ruthenium.

In general, the isomer shift increases

with the ruthenium oxidation state as observed for a large variety of
ruthenium compounds (210, 214). The values of the isomer shifts have
largely been attributed to the shielding of s electrons by different 4d
configurations, which are localized at the nucleus and occupy t_
orbitals in octahedral and 2e orbitals in tetrahedral complexes.

Using

the established correlation between the isomer shift and the oxidation
state, the observed values can easily be used to identify the chemical
state of the ruthenium nucleus, while the symmetry and chemical environment of the nucleus can be defined by the interpretation of the observed
quadrupole splitting value.
A typical quadrupole split spectrum consists of a partially resolved doublet.

Each component of the doublet contains three unresolved

lines (only simple quadrupole splitting of the excited 1=3/2 state is
predominate because the nuclear quadrupole moment of the excited state
QT=3/2 is 3 times larger than the nuclear quadrupole moment of the
ground state, Q = 5 / 2 ) , (212).

Thus, the simple extraction of the Ru

Mossbauer parameters usually consists of an isomer shift value which is
reported as the center of a doublet and a quadrupole splitting value for
the apparent doublet.

These simple extractions, however, are not en-

tirely accurate and studies have been carried out for more rigorous
extraction of the hylerfine parameters for mixed nuclei transition
levels (212, 215). A fully resolved 18 line magnetic hyperfine pattern
for the transition between the 1=3/2 excited state and 1=5/2 ground
state of the ruthenium nucleus has been obtained for an absorber of
enriched

99
Ru dissolved in iron (208).
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The instrumentation utilized for
that used for the observation of

99
Ru Mossbauer work is the same as

Fe spectra, with the exception of the

detector and temperature control units.

The half life of the excited

—8
states of both isotopes aire of the same order of magnitude, (2x10 sec
99
for

-8

Ru and 9.8x10
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sec. in the case of the

Fe isotope), and the

Doppler velocity required to shift the gamma ray energy by one line
width is essentially the same.

Thus, the same velocity drive systems

used in iron Mossbauer study have been quite applicable to ruthenium
work.

The detector used in this work was a Nal(Tl) scintillation

crystal from Harshaw chemical Company. The source consisted of 8mCi of
99
16 day
Ru in a host lattice of ruthenium metal prepared by New England
Nuclear, Corp. A detailed description of the Kontes-Martin low temperature glass dewar system has been given in an earlier publication from
this laboratory (183, 208).
The conventional transmission experiments were carried out with
both source and absorber at liquid helium temperature. For an appreci99
able resonance effect to be observed in the
Ru nucleus, the following
experimental conditions must be provided:
of

intense source (the half life

99
Ru precursor is only 16 days), liquid helium cooling of both source

and absorber, and a large absorber cross section.

The 90Kev gamma was

identified and isolated by the usual pulse-height analysis techniques.
The experiments were continued long enough to produce spectra with good
signal to noise ratios. Data reduction was carried out in the same
manner as described for

Fe Mossbauer work.

all reported with respect to ruthenium metal.

Isomer shift values are
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The original zeolite Y exchanged ruthenium(III) hexamine,
3+
[Ru(NHn)^ -Y] was pale yellow.

The characteristic symmetrical deforma-

tion of coordinated NH„ in this sample was observed as a displaced
strong I.R. hand at 1316cm

having a shoulder at 1340cm

(Fig.12a).

The NH„ symmetric deformation mode for the Ru(NH_),Cl„ solid state
J

J o

material is split into a number of bands.
detected:
1360cm

a strong band at 1315cm

J

Three such bands are

and two shoulders at 1338cm

and

- in good agreement with the literature values (204-205).

The

above data reveal that upon ion exchanging the ruthenium hexamine cation
into the zeolite, the symmetric deformation of coordinated NH

is

lowered; this effect can be due to the interactions between hydrogens of
the ammine and oxygens of the framework.
tion band at 1620cm

The very strong, broad absorp-

has been assigned to the degenerate a(NH~) mode

in conjuction with the absorbed water in the zeolite which has a bending
vibration in this region (216) Fig.12a.

The ruthenium-nitrogen stretch-

ing vibrations are expected to occur in the 450cm

region and coincide

with the vibrations of the zeolite framework, so that no conclusions can
be drawn about any change in the frequency of the band as the result of
an ion exchange process.
The ruthenium complex exchanged Y zeolite is unstable and the
yellow color changes to a wine-red, when it is left in the air.

The

reaction leading to the characteristic color proceeded slowly at room
temperature and the change of the color was evident after 4 weeks. The
reaction could be accelerated by room temperature evacuation of the
sample.

Review of the literature regarding the assignment of chemical

species to the characteristic red colored material indicates that the
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Figure 12.

Infrared spectra of ruthenium hexamine(III) exchanged Na-Y
zeolite system as a function of treatments.
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reaction is a basic hydrolysis process.

3+
Since Ru(NH ) , is relatively

stable at atmospheric conditions both in the solid state and in aqueous
solution, the zeolitic framework must act as a catalyst in the process,
leading to the characteristic red complex formation.
sequential reactions can be proposed.

A series of

First, due to the strong electro-

lytic properties of the zeolite, the polarization and the ionization of
water molecules takes place.

This reaction is catalized by ruthenium,

leading to the dissociation of NH
2+
of [Ru(NH„),. OH]
entities.

from the complex and the production

The protons from the ionization of water

interact with the oxygens of the zeolite, creating Bronsted acid sites.
The hydrolysis reaction apparently proceeds faster on an X type zeolite
than on a Y zeolite (191).

The more basic property of X zeolite allows

a greater tendency for interaction with protons, consequently the
hydrolysis is promoted.

The I.R. spectrum for the red sample as

depicted in Fig.12b indicates the appearance of a new band at 1394cm
The bands in this region are ascribed to the NH, species, which are
produced as the result of the interaction of the liable NH„ with the
Bronsted sites in the zeolite.

As this interaction proceeds, the extent

of association of the ruthenium complex with the framework decreases.
2
The red color [Ru(NH_)_ OH] complexes are reported to be intermediates
to the more stable, oxygen-bridged complexes (Ru-red) via equation [6]
and [7]. These deformations lead to the final dissociation of the
complex from the framework.
the

No analyzable peaks could be detected in

99
Ru Mossbauer examination of this sample.

The absence of an

observable spectrum is most probably the result of a small nuclear
recoil free fraction for the ruthenium complex and/or the small concen-2
tration of ruthenium (90 mg cm ) in the sample.

The subsequent thermal
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dehydration of the same sample however, provided a sample that exhibited
relatively intense Mossbauer lines. Thus, the absence of an observable
spectrum for the ruthenium-red material indicates that the complex must
have been loosely held in the zeolite skeleton, and that there is no
significant surface interaction of the zeolite with the ruthenium.

In

this state, the complex is probably located in the interfluid of the
supercage, the only site which can possibly accommodate such a large
particle.

Nevertheless, the previous

99
Ru Mossbauer investigation in

this laboratory, dealing with ruthenium(II) pentamine dinitrogen
exchanged into Y-zeolite, (having the same characteristic red color),
exhibited a spectrum which is characterized as ruthenium in the mixed 3
and 4 oxidation states, in good agreement with the chemical state of
ruthenium in the Ru-red moieties (217).

The contradictory Mossbauer

results for presumably the same materials can possibly be due to the
difference in the surface interaction of the zeolite and the ruthenium
moiety.

The extent of the removal of water molecules from the intra-

channels of the zeolite during the drying procedure could be the determining step.

Dehydration may bring about closer association of the

complexes with each other and with the framework and consequently, lead
to a higher recoil-free fraction.
To examine the effect of the oxidation treatment, the red sample
was left exposed to air at room temperature for several months.

The

I.R. spectrum for the brownish, dark purple sample, Fig.12b indicates
that the relative concentration of NH, in the system (band at 1324cm
has been increased and a new band has appeared at 1845cm

)

. The new

band has been attributed to u(NO), which is postulated to be formed upon
air oxidation of ammine complexes (191, 187). To investigate further
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the nature of the oxidation process, in a separate experiment, a portion
of the freshly formed ruthenium-red sample was deoxygenated and sealed
and stored for over two years under an inert atmosphere.

The original

red wine color was preserved and the I.R. spectra of this sample did not
have the band due to (NO) formation.

This indicates that the formation

of the N-0 bond in air is solely due to the interaction of ammonia with
oxygen, where neither water molecules nor the zeolitic oxygens are
taking any part in the oxidation process.
The Mossbauer spectrum for the red sample, degassed to 10

torr and

dehydrated at 400°C for 1/2 hour, exhibited an asymmetric doublet,
Fig.13a.

There is no doubt that the majority of the ruthenium species

have been reduced to the metallic state as is evident by an intense
singlet peak (I.S. = -0.01 mm s

) in the middle of the spectrum.

The

small isomer shift is indicative of weak metal-support interaction.

The

nature of the species leading to the appearance of the shoulder peak in
spectrum 13a is less certain.

However, since this peak disappears in

subsequent treatments in H„, Fig.13b, it must have been due to the
existence of ruthenium in a high oxidation state.

This peak can be

analyzed in terms of being half of a doublet spectrum, superimposed on
the central singlet, having the parameters (I.S. = -0.19 mm s
Q.S. =0.37 mm s

and

) . Comparison of the isomer shift value with those

reported for ruthenium compounds in different oxidation states (210)
would indicate an average +2 oxidation state for these compounds.
Elliott and Lunsford (172), have reported an average oxidation of +2 for
ruthenium on zeolite following dehydration at 400°C.
cates the presence of residual Ru

3+

during dehydration at 300°C (173).

EPR results indi-

in addition to ruthenium metal
Probably there are several ammonia
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complexes in which different numbers of coordinated ammonia molecules
are present.
When the dehydrated sample was reduced at 400°C in H„ for 2 hr.,
the recorded Mossbauer spectrum, Fig.13b, (I.S. = 0.005 mm s

) , indi-

cated that all of the ruthenium was reduced to the metallic state.

The ,

broad line widths of this spectrum compared with the corresponding
signal for bulk ruthenium metal, must have resulted from Ru atoms in
dissimilar sites, where each different location imposes its particular
electronic and geometric requirements on the ruthenium nucleus; thus the
particules must exist in the dispersed state.

As the result of exposure

of the sample to air at room temperature, Ru0_ is formed, Fig.13c,
(I.S. = -0.26 mm s

and Q.S. = -0.32 mm s

) . Again, the broad line

width for this sample, compared with the line width of Ru0„ bulk
material, indicates that the Ru0„ exists in a dispersed state.

The I.R.

spectrum for this sample, Fig.l2d, did not exhibit any peaks due to the
existence of NH„, NH, or NO in the sample following these treatments.
The subsequent oxidation treatment in air at higher temperature (400°C
for 2 hrs.), Fig.13d, (I.S. = -0.29 mm s"1 and Q.S. = -0.42 mm s" ) , was
not expected to change the oxidation state of the ruthenium.

The narrow

peak parameters are characteristic of bulk RuO„, which indicates that
the thermal oxidation at elevated temperatures results in the migration
of RuO„ to the external surface with the formation of large particles.

IRON-RUTHENIUM SUPPORTED Y-ZEOLITE SYSTEMS
Respective

99
57
Ru and
Fe Mossbauer spectra of the initial samples

and the sequentially reduced and oxidized materials are represented in
Fig.14-15.

The Mossbauer parameters and corresponding chemical assign-
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ments are also given in'Table 1.

The

99
Ru results are very similar for

both [Ru(NH )g+, Fe 3 + ] - Y and [Ru(NH 3 ) 2+ , Fe 2+ ] - Y systems.

The

spectra of the initial compounds represent ruthenium in +3 and +2 oxidation states respectively.

One of the major differences between the

bimetallic and the ruthenium only systems was that the formation of the
"ruthenium-red" species is hindered.

Even after a period of a year the

formation of the characteristic red color was not evident.

Since the

formation of the ruthenium red involves the hydrolysis reactions, the
interpretation is that any cation which favorably competes to draw the
water into its coordination sphere suppresses the formation of ruthenium
red.

The strong bond between iron and oxygen may be responsible for the

strong association of this cation with the intrachannel water molecules.
The material in the reduced state exhibited a
spectrum, Fig.14b and 15b.

99
Ru. asymmetrical doublet

The intense peak near zero velocity corres-

ponds to ruthenium metal plus the other half of the quadrupole splitting
doublet due to a second kind of ruthenium, which was originally assigned
to the oxide form (189).

Under reduction conditions however, the only

oxygens present in the system are those belonging to the framework and
those associated with the hydroxyl group.

Thus, the chemical species

leading to the doublet in question can be a result of the coordination
of ruthenium with oxygens of the framework and/or the association with
hydroxyl groups.

The second interpretation is parallel to the observed

effect of thermal ionization of water in zeolite by transition elements
which leads to the formation of M(OH)
40-41 of Chapter I.

species as described on page

An alternative interpretation of the observed

asymmetric doublet spectrum for the reduced material involves the
assignment of the whole spectrum to ruthenium metal in a very dispersed
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state.

Where the particles are very small, the surface to bulk atomic

ratio is high and an asymmetric doublet is expected for ruthenium atoms
at the surface.

This is the so-called Gol'danskii-Karyagin effect and

is frequently seen in the case of fine iron particles as described
previously in Chapter I.

In the presence of iron, even at lower concen-

trations, the dispersion of ruthenium is observed (22). This interpretation is supported by considering the values for the isomer shift and
quadrupole splitting (I.S. = -0.15 mm s

and Q.S. = 0.30 mm s

) of the

doublet which are at variance with the corresponding values for RuO„
(I.S. = -0.23 mm s

and Q.S. =0.51 mm s

) . Thus, the assignment to

the oxide form of ruthenium is less certain.

Additional support for the

existence of very fine metallic particles in the reduced state is provided by the room temperature oxidizability of this material, Fig.l4c
and 15c.

The

99
Ru parameters for the oxidized sample are close to those

of dispersed Ru0„ clusters Table 1.

Since the isomer shift value for

ruthenium increases with oxidation state, the lower isomer shift value
for this doublet compared to the corresponding value for RuO_ can be
attributed to the presence of ruthenium in an oxidation state lower than
+4, probably in association with lower numbers of oxygen.

In the case

of iron exchanged zeolite, the existence of oxygen bridged iron species
has also been theorized (160).

The existence of such a species in the

case of ruthenium is probably limited due to the lower strength of the
ruthenium-oxygen bond as compared to the corrresponding bond in the case
of iron.

The

Fe Mossbauer parameters for these materials indicate a

reversible oxidation-reduction process between Fe

3+

and Fe

identical to the iron only system on zeolite (Chapter I).
evidence however, that the reduction of Fe

3+

2+

states,

There is some

2+
to Fe
may be enhanced by
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the presence of ruthenium, but reduction to the metallic state was not
observed.

This latter effect is attributed to the strong iron-zeolite

interaction due to strong iron-oxygen bonding.
The results of the Mossbauer investigation of the bimetallic iron
and ruthenium exchanged on Y zeolite is interesting in that we see no
evidence of the Fe-Ru bulk alloy observed by Vannice (201) for sequentially impregnated ruthenium and iron on silica.

In our system the

nearly independent behavior of iron in the zeolite is expected because
of low concentration of the metals in the large surface area of the
zeolite.

The fact that the metals are introduced by the ion exchange

technique leads to a system dispersed at the atomic level in different
locations throughout the framework.

At high metal loading accomplished

by the impregnation technique a closer interaction between iron and
ruthenium would be expected.

When the composition is shifted to a

ruthenium rich catalyst, hydrogen spillover should increase, producing a
pronounced effect on the reduction behavior of iron.

Table 1.

SYSTEM

ISOTOPE

The

99
57
Ru and
Fe Mossbauer parameters of bimetallic catalyst on Y-Zeolite

SAMPLE

#PEAKS AND POSITIONS

INIT.

Singlet

-0.4810.01

-0.48

Ru3+

REDU.

Asymm.

-0.0110.01

0.0

Ru°

Doublet

-0.3010.05

-0.15

Asymm.

-0.1610.02

-0.16

Doublet

-0.6810.04

-0.42

0.52

RuO„

Doublet

-0.0910.02
0.35

0.89

Fe3+

(189)

1.17

2.36

2+
Fe

(189)

0.33

0.81

Fe3+

(189)

Ru2+

15a

I.S.*

Q.S.-

ASSIGNMENTS

SPECTRUM

14a
•14b

99
Ru
EXPO.

-0.31

Ru-0
Ru , Ru-0
•14c

[Ru(NH3)6]3+
INIT.

3+
ON Y-ZEOLITE

-0.8010.02

57
Fe
REDU.

Doublet

0.0110.01
2.3510.01

EXPO.

Doublet

•0.0810.02
0.7310.02

[Ru(NH 3 ) 6 ] 2+

INIT.

Singlet

-0.7110.01

-0.71

REDU.

Asymm.

0.01+0.0

0.0

Doublet

-0.2510.05

-0.13

Asymm.

-0.1210.14

-0.1

Doublet

-0.51+0.07

-0.32

Ru
•15b

,Fe 2+
ON Y-ZEOLITE

99
Ru
EXPO.

-0.26

Ru-0
Ru, Ru-0
-15c

-0.40

RuO„

Table 2 (cont's.).

SYSTEM

ISOTOPE

The

99
57
Ru and
Fe Mossbauer parameters of bimetallic catalyst on Y-Zeolite

SAMPLE

#PEAKS AND POSITIONS

INIT.

Doublet

I.S.*

Q.S.*

0.0210.01

ASSIGNMENTS

SPECTRUM

0.38

0.71

Fe3+

(189)

1.17

2.1

Fe2+

(189)

0.34

0.78

Fe3+

(189)

0.7310.01
[Ru(NH3)6]2+

57
Fe

REDU.

Doublet

2+
,Fe

0.1510.01
2.1910.02

ON Y-ZEOLITE

EXPO.

Doublet

-0.0110.01
0.7710.01

REFERENCE PARAMETERS
REFERENCE
Ru
(metal)

Singlet

RuO
(bulk)

Symmetric
Doublet

-0.0210.01
-0.4910.01

-0.23

0.51

(217)

Ru(NH 3 ) 6 Cl 3

Singlet

-0.4910.01

-0.49

-

(214)

Ru(NH 3 ) 6 Cl 2

Singlet

-0.92

-0.92

99
Ru

0.00

0.00

^The Isomer Shift (I.S., mm s ) , and Quadrupole Splitting (Q.S., mm s
zero velocity for iron and ruthenium metal standards.

Standard

(210)

) valves are reported relative to
CO

CHAPTER IV

IRON-RUTHENIUM CLUSTERS ON Y-ZEOLITE

The cation exchange ability of zeolites offers significant opportunities for the preparation of novel supported catalytic metal systems.
However, as seen in the previous chapter the exchange method of preparation has not been successful in producing a supported metallic iron
catalyst after reduction of the iron-zeolite system.
preparation techniques must be employed.

Thus, alternative

There is a number of methods

by which the supported bimetallic catalyst can be prepared.

For

example, the high surface area of the zeolite can be impregnated with an
aqueous solution containing the appropriate concentration of salts of a
single metal, or two metals if a bimetallic sytem is desired.

This

method is not expected to be effectve for the production of dispersed
metallic iron as indicated by the Mossbauer and ESCA results of the
system containing 1.5 atm. % Fe and 3 atm. % Ru (51). Also, the impregnation method is very difficult to reproduce and specimens from the same
preparation can be different.

Another approach, the precipitation

procedure, is expected to be less reproducible than the iron exchange
method, but careful variable control can yield uniform catalysts.

In an

attempt to reduce the iron in combination with ruthenium or by itself on
the surface of a the zeolite, several experiments were carried out.
Some of these attempts and their results will be described below.
The strong association of iron with the zeolite framework is the
main cause of the inefficient reduction behavior of the element when it
87
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is ion exchanged into a zeolite.' The fact that cations can be exchanged
reversibly into a zeolite without destroying the aluminosilicate framework, provided the idea for back exchanging the iron cations from the
framework by NaCl solution as indicated below:

NaCl + F e - Y - > N a - Y + Fe(Cl)

[9]

The cations of the added salt would be expected to penetrate the crystal
lattice and exchange with the iron cations. This approach has apparently not been previously reported.

The presence of a guest salt in the

zeolite leads to the simple concept that the occluded salt will reduce
undesirable strong iron - zeolite interaction and consequently promote
the reduction of iron.

To keep the iron trapped in the zeolite

crystals, the salt molecules were introduced from salt solution by
impregnation.
The procedure required the determination of the incipient wetness
volume of the zeolite material.

This is easily accomplished by the

titration of zeolite with water and the determination of the volume of
water which can be contained within the framework.

The catalyst

material is then prepared by the addition of the same volume of 2 M NaCl
salt solution.

The water is then removed by heat treatment at 200°C to

cause the occlusion of the salt molecules into the small pores of the
zeolite.

The sample is subsequently reduced in flowing hydro-gen at

400°C for 6 hours. A broad asymmetric doublet is observed in the
Mossbauer spectrum with parameters characteristic of Fe
does not confirm the presence of metallic iron.
lines of the doublet indicate that the Fe
buted throughout the zeolite.

2+

2+

. The spectrum

The extremely broad

ions are randomly distri-

The quadruple splitting of the Fe

2+
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doublet indicates that the local environments of the iron cations are
diverse.

The broad line widths can be attributed to the existence of

iron atoms at dissimilar sites, where each location imposes its particular electronic environment on the iron nucleus.

The presence of Na

ions in the system has promoted the rearrangement of the iron species.
The result of this experiment can be further modified by the application
of higher impregnation temperature for the inclusion of the guest salt
cation.
Another unconventional preparation procedure was attemped to obtain
bimetallic iron and ruthenium clusters in a Y-zeolite.

This approach,

referred to as the homogeneous-deposition method, consists of the preparation of a homogeneous mixture of ruthenium hexamine and iron nitrate
solutions.
compound.

The concentration of the solution was 0.5 M in each metal
The Na-Y zeolite powder was added to the solution under

constant mechanical stirring.

The volume of solution and the amount of

zeolite were adjusted so the system contained 10 weight % of each metal
component.

The mixture was stirred constantly at room temperature to

allow the diffusion of the metal compounds into the pore systems of the
zeolite.
occurred.

The process was continued until evaporation of the solvent
The sample subsequently dried at 110°C.

The reduction pro-

cess was carried out in flowing hydrogen at 400°C for 6 hours.
The Fe Mossbauer spectra of the reduced and air exposed materials,
Fig.16, exhibited an asymmetric quadrupole doublet.

The spectrum is

consistent with the presence of iron metal in a very dispersed state.
Where the particles are very small, the surface to bulk atomic ratio is
high and an asymmetric doublet is expected for the iron atoms at the
surface.

This is the so called Gol'danskii Karyagin effect and is
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Figure 16.

Fe Mossbauer spectra of iron-ruthenium clusters on Na-Y
zeolite, (a) Reduced 6 Hr., H„ @ 673°K (Room temperature
spectra), (b) Exposed to air > 24 Hr., @ room temperature
(Liquid Nitrogen temperature spectra).
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frequently seen in the case of small iron particles (the principles of
the effect have already been described in chapter I).

The effect is

temperature dependent, i.e. at low temperatures the anisotropic vibration of surface atoms is expected to vanish, leading to a more symmetrical quadrupole doublet spectrum (135).

Liquid nitrogen examination of

the exposed sample, Fig.lb6, did not reveal any change in the asymmetrical nature of the doublet.

Therefore, the assignment of the asym-

metric doublet to small metallic iron particles is probably not appropriate.

An alternative interpetation involves the assignment of the

spectra to two forms of iron where the first iron species gives rise to
a symmetric, quadrupole split, two peak spectral component.

Half of

this doublet could be hidden in the peak in the central region of the
spectrum.

To determine the actual parameters for this doublet, the

intensity of the hidden peak was constrained via the regular Mossbauer
spectral program to the value calculated for the visible half of
doublet.

The Mossbauer parameters for this doublet (I.S. =

and Q . S = 2 . 1 m m s

1.0 mm s

) identify this species as iron in an oxidation

state of +2. The second form of iron is responsible for the singlet
peak (I.S. = 0.03 mm s

) in the central region of the spectrum and is

assigned to the e-phase of iron (see details in Chapter V).

The e-phase

is the high pressure phase of iron and the only known stable form at
normal pressure is when it is associated with the hep ruthenium lattice
in an iron-ruthenium alloy.

The value of the isomer shift is consistent

with the corresponding parameter for the Fe-Ru alloy (48). The concept
of alloy formation between iron and ruthenium will be described and
demonstrated in the next chapter.
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The postulation of the existance of both Fe
surface involves the assignment of Fe

2+

2+

and Fe-Ru on the

species to those iron cations

which are ion exchanged during the catalyst preparation and are strongly
held by interaction with the zeolite framework.
action tends to cluster the Fe

2+

The Fe-0 zeolite inter-

species thereby isolating the resulting

metallic iron particles which are formed on further reduction.

The same

behavior has been observed for MgO supported iron catalysts (145-148).
One can postulate that a thick film deposit is formed on the surface of
the zeolite during the preparative procedures.

Upon reduction, the

layers break up into iron (iron-ruthenium) crystallites separated by
zeolite and supported on unreduced iron oxide islands.
would lead to metallic iron.

The clustering

The extent of reduction in this sample is

about 30% of the total iron in the system as approximated by considering
the relative intensities of the Mossbauer peaks and assuming that both
species have the same recoil-free fraction.

The extent of reduction may

actually be higher than 30% because a higher recoil-free fraction is
expected for Fe

2+

particles since they are strongly held by the zeolite

surface.
These results are a preliminary indication that the classic problem
of reduction of iron in the Y-zeolite system is solvable.

Careful

examination of the variables is needed to develop a reproducible method
for controlling the amount of iron reduced and the degree of dispersion.
For example, an increasing concentration of the impregnation solution
will increase metal deposition probably leading to a decreased dispersion.

Several other parameters can have significant effects.

The

ruthenium/iron concentration ratio may determine the degree of reduction.

The initial pH of the impregnating solution may control the metal
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dispersion.

The effect of reduction time, temperature and hydrogen flow

rate may have an impact on crystallite size distribution as well as the
extent of reduction.

Passivation, calcination, and dehydration may

affect the resulting crystal size distribution.

Thus to achieve the

ultimate goal of predictable reduction behavior, it will be necessary to
understand and optimize these many experimental conditions.

CHAPTER V

IRON-RUTHENIUM ALLOYS

INTRODUCTION
A clear understanding of the nature of the interaction between
ruthenium and iron can be provided by studying them in the absence of
complications caused by support effects.

Information on the solid state

and surface properties of possible alloys can be used to determine the
electronic and structural nature of the interaction between the two
metals.

The results can provide the necessary data for constructing and

evaluating theoretical models of the electronic structure of these
alloys at the atomic leve.
Iron has three allotropes:

a-phase, body centered cubic (bcc);

Y~phase, face centered cubic (fee); and e-phase, hexagonal close packed
(hep).

The a-phase is stable at room temperature under atmospheric

pressure, the v-phase is formed at high temperatures and the e-phase is
the high pressure phase (218).

A great deal of interest has been exhi-

bited in the magnetic properties of different forms of iron with considerable attention directed to the magnetization of the bcc a-phase.
This phase is ferromagnetic with an internal magnetic field of 330 KG at
0°K, a magnetic moment of 2.22 (J , and a Curie temperature of 1043°K
(219).

The "v-phase of iron is antiferromagnetic with a Neel temperature

of 8°K, a magnetic moment of 0.7 |J_ (220), and an internal magnetic
field of 24 KG (221).

The hep e-phase of iron is an interesting
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material which is only stable under pressures > 130 Kbar and is paramagnetic at room temperature (222).

High pressure, low temperature

Mossbauer studies of the e-phase have revealed little sign of any
magnetic ordering down to 2.2°K (218).

This phase has been shown to be

stabilized under atmospheric pressure by the addition of hep ruthenium.
The Mossbauer effect has been utilized to determine the magnetic properties of the alloyed iron (219, 223-225) which exhibited a Neel temperature of 100°K and an internal magnetic field of 16 KG.

a and e phases

of iron were found to coexist over a large range of pressures.

The

transformation to e-phase began at pressures as low as 50 Kbar (226).
At pressures above 165 Kbar only the e-phase was detected.

On depres-

surizing, the e-»a transformation began at a pressure of 81 Kbar with
complete conversion to a-phase at 45 Kbar.

These results are indictive

of a martensitic transformation (218).
Most of the work involving the Ru-Fe alloys originated due to the
practical difficulties involved in stablizing pure iron in the e-phase.
The iron-ruthenium alloy which stabilizes the e-phase at atmospheric
pressure provides an alternative method of studying this phase.
Ruthenium forms a solid solution with iron:

above 24.5 mole% Ru, Fe is

substituted into the hep Ru lattice; between 24.5 and 4.5 mole% Ru, a
two phase region exists.

When the Ru concentration is below 4.5 mole%,

Ru is substituted into the bcc iron lattice (219, 223-225).
In alloys, regular solution theory (227) predicts the enrichment of
the surface with the more volatile constituent, provided sufficient
annealing allows the attainment of microstructure equilibrium.

This

segregation phenomenon arises because the free energy of the system is
reduced by positioning the element with the smaller heat of sublimation
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(weaker bonds) at locations with fewer neighbors.

In the case of a

highly dispersed catalyst, where the microclusters are very small and a
large percentage of the atoms are on the surface, segregation of the
more volatile component to surface sites with low coordination numbers
is expected (228).

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XSP) has been used

to provide a quantitive analysis of the average composition of the
surface in an Fe-Ru alloy system.

The alloy was prepared by mixing a

1:1 ratio of RuCl -1-3 H O with Fe(N0;J

in solution.

After drying, the

fresh catalyst contained mixed oxides of Fe and Ru with both Fe
Fe

3+

species.

2+

and

After reduction in flowing hydrogen at 400°C, metallic Fe

and Ru as well as Fe-Ru clusters were detected.

XPS quantitative

analysis of the first several surface layers indicated enrichment of the
surface region in Fe.

Greater enrichment has been detected in the

uppermost layer using secondary ion mass spectroscopy (229-230).

These

results were expected due to the lower bond enthalpy for iron compared
with that of ruthenium.

For example, the activation energy values for

ammonia synthesis on the surface of an Fe-Ru catalyst are closer to that
of Fe than Ru.

Thus, the surface of the bimetallic material must be

occupied largely by iron atoms (231).
The lattice parameters of Fe-Ru alloys have been shown to be different from those of the pure metallic constituents.

A solid catalyst

prepared from an equimolar mixture of RuCl„ and FeCl

produces the hep

structure as identified by X-ray diffraction and the lattice constants
were detected to be smaller in both the a and c axis then pure hep
ruthenium (245).

The effect of Ru addition on lattice parameters of bcc

iron has also been reported.

A solution of up to about 10 atom% Ru

vacuum melted in high purity a-Fe was hot-rolled at 1100°C to a thin
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plate, austenitized at 1000°C in an evacuated silica capsule and water
quenced.

The lattice parameters of the resulting bcc Fe-Ru alloy,

measured by X-ray diffraction were found to be larger than those of pure
bcc iron and could be correlated to a linear function of ruthenium
concentration (232).
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Fe Mossbauer analysis of the hyperfine fields of ferromagnetic
iron has been accompanied by studies of the exchange interaction and the
change and distribution of spin-density in alloy systems.

Various

transition metals, including ruthenium, have been introduced into the
bcc a-phase iron lattice and changes in magnetic splitting structure as
a function of solute concentration have been observed.

Data for these

alloys consist of the superposition of a number of six-line hyperfine
spectra whose amplitude, position and overall splittings are related to
the environment and atomic arrangement within the alloy.

The hyperfine

field value reduces by an amount proportional to the number of near
neighbor impurities (nn) and next nearest neighbors (nnn).

The reduc-

tion is largely independent of the nature of the impurity atom with the
proportionality constant being different for nn and nnn occupancy but
independent of concentration.

Although the cubic symmetry of the iron

atoms is destroyed by nn solute atoms, no quadrupole addmixture to the
magnetic hyperfine splitting of Fe atoms is predicted.

The largest

isomer shift due to nn impurity atoms is less that 0.8 mm sec

, corre-

sponding to a change in the d electron density of less than 1/20 of a d
electron.

The corresponding change in hyperfine interaction amounts to

26 KG (233).
It has been recognized that the anions associated with the metal
ion in the initial salt mix can influence the final reduction product.
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The initial work in this laboratory on the unsupported Ru-Fe system
indicated that a mixture of ruthenium trichloride trihydrate and
hydrated ferrous sulfate produce a hydrogen "reduced" product containing
a complex mixture of Ru metal, RuO„ and v-Fe 0

(234).

This result was

in contrast to the conclusions drawn from surface analysis techniques on
a similar system where the reduced product from an initial mixture of
hydrated ruthenium trichloride and hydrated ferric nitrate was described
as "metallic" (230).

A related study using the same initial chloride-

nitrate salt mixture impregnated on silica, indicates that bimetallic
clusters of Ru-Fe were the products of hydrogen reduction (48). These
anion effects on the solid state chemistry of salt mixtures are of vital
importance to catalytic chemists who must produce uniform materials of
known characterization.
This portion of our study was undertaken to evaluate the chemical
differences of the solid state reactions which take place during preparation of bimetallic Ru-Fe catalysts from a variety of starting
materials.

It was hoped that the investigation would provide the infor-

mation necessary to design uniform materials of known characteristics
and afford the opportunity to compare the properties of first and second
row transition metals in a variety of environments (235).
section, the results of an

In this
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Fe Mossbauer survey are reported for the

products formed when ruthenium trichloride trihydrate is mixed with a
variety of iron salts or oxides and for the products of the subsequent
oxidation-reduction of these materials.
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EXPERIMENTAL
MATERIALS AND CATALYST PREPARATION
Ruthenium trichloride trihydrate was purchased from Engelhard
Industries.

Hydrated ferric chloride was obtained from Mallinckrodt

Chemical Works.

Hydrated ferric nitrate and ferrous sulfate were

purchased from Fischer Scientific Company.
Matheson Coleman Company.

a-Fe„0„ was obtained from

All were reagent grade and used as received.

1:2 molar ratio mixtures of RuCl *l-3 H„0 and the iron salts were
slurried with distilled water.

A few grains of ascorbic acid were added

and the mixture was evaporated to dryness in a steam bath.

These

initial samples were designated as Fe-Ru (chloride-chloride), Fe-Ru
(nitrate-chloride), and Fe-Ru (sulfate-chloride). Each sample was then
heated under a vacuum of 10

torr to 400°C for one half hour and subse-

quently reduced in flowing hydrogen at 400°C for 4 hours.
samples were designated Fe-Ru (REDU.).

The resulting

A portion of each reduced sample

was exposed to air at room temperature for a minimum of 24 hours to form
samples designated Fe-Ru (EXPO.).

The air exposed samples were heated

in air at 400°C for 4 hours and labeled Fe-Ru (CALC).

A 1:1 molar

ratio mixture of RuCl *3H90 and iron oxide (a-Fe_0_) was also prepared
and treated as described.

The catalyst treatments were carried out in

the same apparatus as previously described.

For all above catalyst

systems the metal composition in the solid solution is 33 atom %
ruthenium and 67 atom % iron.

X-RAY PHOTOELECTRON SPECTROSCOPY
The intrinsic surface nature of XPS makes it extremely useful in
the field of heterogeneous catalyst evaluation.

The application of the

technique has been reviewed extensively (236-238).

It is sensitive to
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nearly all elements and qualitative, as w&ll as quantitative, analyses
of surface regions several atoms thick is possible.

XPS is essentially

a semi-surface technique with several aspects of the measurements
related directly to the surface properties.
The XPS spectrum is obtained by the analysis of the kinetic energy
of photoelectrons ejected from the surface of the sample material during
bombardment by X-rays.

The primary process consists of the impingement

of (1-3 Kev) X-ray incident photons and the detection of the energy of
the electrons emmitted from the core levels of an atom.

The detected

energy is essentially the difference between the energy of the incident
photon and the specific binding energy of the atom, therefore the binding energy of the core electrons can be extracted.

A plot of the number

of the electrons detected versus the electron binding energy produces
the photoelectronic spectrum.

Qualitative analysis is straightforward

and is accomplished by comparison of observed binding energies which
reflect the chemistry of the atoms under study, with binding energies of
known materials.

Correlations between chemical shifts and calcuated

charges on atoms have also been made.
The intensity of an XPS peak is proportional to the atomic concentration of the elements, the cross section for photoelectron emission
and the depth of the escape paths of the electrons.

The depth from

which an electron can escape without energy lost caused by inelastic
collisions is called the escape depth (10-100°A).

The inelastic scat-

tering of the photoelectrons contributes to "tailing" and, in general to
background signal.
of the peak.

"Tailing" appears on the higher binding energy side

The escape depth depends on both the atomic number of the

material and the kinetic energy of the electrons, and becomes an impor-
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tant factor in the interpretation of the chemical composition of heterogenous samples and in the differentiation between solid solution and
surface segregation of particular species; i.e. the relative atomic
concentration of iron and ruthenium in the surface region can be evaluated by using the spectral area of the most intense lines, 2p„, for
iron 3d . for ruthenium, corrected for the mean free paths of the
electrons
N.,

J^
Ru

Fe 2 p „ / 0
V

=

aD

_211 . _Ru

*Ru 3 d 5 / 2

[10]

°Fe

The cross section (a) for the photoelectron emission for the ruthenium
3d,. . electron is 7.51 and for iron 2p„, electron is 10.54 (246).
The x-ray photoelectron spectra were obtained on a Perkin ElmerPhysical Electronics, PHI model 548 ESCA/Auger spectrometer, using
monochromatic Mg Ka X-ray photons.

A detailed description of the spec-

trometer and the techniques used have previously been published (51).
The sample material was pressed into pellets for mounting in the spectrometer and were treated in situ using a PHI model 2100 sample introducer and an optional PHI model 02-120 hot/cold specimen transport
probe.

Specific conditions for each sample are described in the text.

The binding energies are corrected by taking advantage of the carbon Is
peak as a reference line.. In this case the surface carbon which is
present on almost all samples produces a carbon peak that is incidental
to the sample composition (binding energy of the carbon Is peak was
taken to be 284.6 ev according to reference 239).
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X-RAY DIFFRACTION
X-ray powder diffraction data were obtained using a Phillip's
diffractrometer equipped with an XRG-3000 X-ray generator and an
APD-3500 data controller and processor.
60 degrees in increments of 0.02.

The 20 scan range was from 2 to

Counting time was fixed at one second

for each step.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fe-Ru ALLOY (CHLORIDE-CHLORIDE) SYSTEM
Respective

Fe Mossbauer spectrums for the initial sample and the

subsequently reduced, exposed, and oxidized materials are represented in
Fig.17 for the chloride-chloride system.

The Mossbauer parameters and

the correponding chemical assignments are provided in Table 2. ,The data
2+
indicate the presence of both Fe
pound.

3+
and Fe

species in the initial com-

The six-line magnetically split spectra of a-Fe is clearly

visible in the reduced sample, Fig.17b.

In addition a single line in

the middle of the spectrum is also evident.

The central peak could

represent a fraction of iron in a dispersed state < 15°A in the superparamagnetic phase, or it could be a signal associated with the e-phase
of iron.

As indicated earlier, e-phase is a high pressure phase of iron

and is stable at atmospheric pressure only when it is associated with
the hep ruthenium lattice.

The substitution of iron into the hep

ruthenium structure takes place when the solid solution contains more
than 24.5 mole present ruthenium (22). This condition is satisfied by
our sample composition.

Theoretical calculations predicted a ferro or

antiferromagnetic ordering for hep iron alloy with ruthenium (219) and a
single Mossbauer line is detected at room temperature (223).

The isomer

shift value for the Fe-Ru alloy varies slightly with composition, i.e.
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Figure 17.

Fe Mossbauer spectra at 83°K of iron-ruthenium alloy
(CHLORIDE-CHLORIDE) system as a function of treatments.
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in the range of 0.0-0.06 mm s

with respect to a-Fe as a standard.

The

single line in the middle of the spectrum is defined by the Mossbauer
parameters:

I.S. = 0.05 mm s

and linewidth = 0.34 mm s

. These

parameters are consistent with the conclusion that a portion of the
sample has been converted to e-phase iron in the form of an Fe-Ru alloy.
The enrichment of the surface of Fe-Ru alloys with iron has been
observed and is expected due to the lower bond enthalpy for Fe than for
Ru (229-230).

Our interpretation is that the iron enrichment on the

surface in the reduced material is responsible for the observed six line
Mossbauer spectra.

Chemical evidence for the existence of very small

metallic particles and a subsequently high surface area is exhibited by
the highly exothermic reaction which takes place when the sample is
exposed to air; in some instances the sample actually flames.

On air

exposure, the six line pattern due to magnetically split a-Fe vanishes,
and two peaks due to superparamagnetic a-Fe„0„ become evident, Fig.17c.
The fraction of iron in the e-phase in the form of Fe-Ru seems not to be
affected, which indicates that this species exists within the particles.
The superparamagnetic relaxation time varies with the temperature and
also depends on the volume of the particles.

At room temperature the

critical particle diameter for the onset of superparamagnetic behavior
in a-Fe is less than 15°A (139) and for a-Fe 0

is 135°A (79). Although

it is not possible to completely characterize the particle size of the
microcrystallites in a solid state mixture by the Mossbauer effect, some
further information can be gained by determining the spectra at different temperatures.

To elucidate the nature of the transformation of

this hyperfine field of iron upon air oxidation and the corresponding
particle size involved, a separate experiment was performed where a
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reduced sample was oxidized via a slow leak of air through the reactor
for a few minutes at room temperature.
this product.

Spectra 18a was observed for

The experiment repeated at liquid nitrogen temperature

produced the spectrum shown in Fig.18b.

The six line magnetic splitting

was barely apparent at room temperature but well developed at 83°K.

The

temperature dependency of the hyperfine field would imply that the
average effective size of iron particles in this stage of treatment is
in the range of the critical diameter for onset of superparamagnetic
behavior.

The isomer shift and quadrupole splitting values for the

doublets in the central region of the spectrum are typical for highly
dispersed Fe„0_.

The magnetic behavior of these particles is not

affected by lowering the temperature to 83°K which indicates that the
particle size of Fe 0

is less than 100A° (79).

The product after high temperature oxidation treatment in air shows
the characteristic six-line magnetic spectrum of bulk a-Fe_0

(Fig.l7d).

The broad line width of this spectrum could be attributed to one or more
of the following effects, i.e., the magnetic sites have a large line
width because the magnetic field is very sensitive to any local perturbations or local perturbation due to the presence of ruthenium impurities in the a-Fe„0_ crystal lattice.

Another possible origin for the

observed broad magnetic lines can be thought of in terms of the superparamagnetic relaxation time and its volume dependency.

When the relax-

ation time is close to the nuclear Larmor precession time, spectra with
broadened lines are expected, which implies that the average particle
size of a-Fe 0, is in the range of the critical diameter for onset of
superparamagnetic behavior; i.e. in the order of 135A°.

This interpe-

tation is consistent with our previous particle size predictions and
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Figure 18.

Fe Mossbauer spectra of partially exposed iron-ruthenium
alloy (CHLORIDE-CHLORIDE) system as a function of
temperature, (a) Room temperature spectra, (b) Liquid
Nitrogen spectra.

indicates that particle sintering has taken place during the high temperature oxidation.

Fe-Ru ALLOY (NITRATE-CHLORIDE) SYSTEM
The nitrate system behaves very similarly to that of the chloride
materials except that the quality of the spectra is poor and some unidentified residue remains in both the reduced and calcined samples.
iron nitrate is expected to undergo decomposition when heated.

The

The

evolved gases which may be trapped in the sample or significantly
smaller particles could be the cause of the low recoil fraction observed
for these materials.

The variation in the line width for the magnetic

peaks and the poor signal to noise ratio for the superparamagnetic
a-Fe~0

spectrum in the exposed case are both indicative of the

existence of anisotropic particles.

The fact that the oxidation is

essentially complete when the sample is exposed to air at room temperature clearly demonstrates the high surface area of the iron metal component in the reduced state (235).

Fe-Ru ALLOY (SULFATE-CHLORIDE) SYSTEM
The Fe-Ru sulfate sample has been reported to behave quite differently (234) as compared to nitrate or chloride systems.

This portion of

the study was undertaken to remove any ambiguity about the chemical
differences which exist between these materials and to elucidate the
role of sulfate ions in the system by an interpretation of the Mossbauer
results.
The Mossbauer representation of the initial compound, Fig.19a,
shows the existence of two quadrupole doublets.

The more intense outer

doublet has been assigned to iron in the (II) oxidation state.

The
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Fe Mossbauer spectra at 83°K of iron-ruthenium alloy
(SULFATE-CHLORIDE) system as a function of treatments.
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presence of the second doublet, which is characteristic of iron III,
indicates that a portion of the iron has been oxidized.

Earlier work on

the effect of y radiolysis on iron II sulfate hydrated material has
indicated that iron II is oxidized to iron III by oxidizing radicals,
mainly OH, which originate from the radiolysis of water (102).

Thus,

gamma radiolysis of iron II sulfate during the Mossbauer experiment
could be the cause of the oxidation of this compound to hydroxy iron II
sulfate.
The room temperature Mossbauer spectrum for the reduced sample is
shown in Fig.19b.
six-peak patterns.

This spectrum consists of the overlap of three,
The comparison of this spectrum with the typical

spectrum of Fe„0,, Fig.20a (263), clearly demonstrates the existence of
the magnetite species in the reduced sample.
lizes in the inverse spinel structure.
structure (site A) are occupied by Fe
are occupied by both Fe

3+

Magnetite, Fe„0,, crystal-

Tetrahedral sites of the

3+

ions, where the octahedral sites

2+
and Fe
ions coordinated to oxygen.

Above a

characteristic transition temperature, T =120°K, each site exhibits its
own six peak pattern Mossbauer spectra.

Below this temperature, it has

been found that the lines of the B site spectrum are broadened due to
2+
electron hopping between Fe

3+
and Fe

ions.

tion of the transition is provided in Fig.20.

The Mossbauer demonstraA closer look at the

previously reported Mossbauer results for the same material (234), also
identifies the Fe_0, species as the more likely species responsible for
the observed six peak pattern obtained at liquid nitrogen temperature.
This pattern has previously been assigned to v-Fe 0 . The structure of
this phase may be regarded as a cubic close packed array of oxide ions
3+
with the Fe
ions distributed randomly over both the octahedral and
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tetrahedral sites (244).
of Fe„0,.

This phase can be obtained easily by oxidation

No explanation for the possible origin of the excess oxygen

in the system has been given.
The evidence for the existence of the magnetite in the reduced
sample and the mechanism for the formation of such species in the system
is ambiguous.

One possible explanation indicates that the oxidation of

iron in the presence of a limited amount of oxygen leads to the formation of non stoichiometric iron monoxide (wastite phase), which is
unstable, tending to disproportionate finally into iron and magnetite
(240).

This mechanism would explain the existence of magnetite in our

system, but the question of the oxygen source remains.

The fact that

these species are not present in the other samples which do not contain
sulfate ions, clearly demonstrates that the sulfate ions are responsible
for the processes leading to the formation of magnetite type species.
The retained sulfate ions in the structure could provide a cubic closepacked array of oxide ions in which the divalent iron cations with
coordination number 4 are in tetrahedral interstices and the trivalant
iron cations with coordination number 6 are located in the octahedral
interstices.

2Recently the inclusion of SO, in the structure of a-Fe„0„

has also been observed (241).

Iron sulfate is stable up to 570°C with-

out any decomposition or phase change (242).

The assignments suggested

above are substantiated by the ESCA data which exhibited two sulfur
peaks for the reduced sample (234).

The more intense six line pattern

in Fig.19b, is assigned to iron associated with sulfur in the form of
FeS.

The isomer shift and internal magnetic field result's are very

close to those reported for FeS (243), table 2-3.

Additional evidence

for the presence of sulfur in the structure is provided by the resis-
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tance of the sample to oxidation.

The explosure of the material to air

induced no significant chemical changes at room temperature in contrast
to the behavior of the chloride or the nitrate systems.

High tempera-

ture oxidation produced species characterized by a central, near zero
velocity, Mossbauer peak.

In addition, a less intense quadrupole

doublet was also observed, Fig.l9d.

The isomer shift value of the

control peak was very close to that reported for bulk Fe-Ru alloy.

The

doublet can be assigned to superparamagentic iron in association with
oxygen or sulfur.

It seems likely that the. high temperature oxidation

treatment of the compound leads to the titration of sulfur by oxygen
with the sequential formation of Fe-Ru species.

Fe-Ru ALLOY (OXIDE-CHLORIDE) SYSTEM
The character of the ruthenium salt is not expected to change the
oxidation state or the crystalline structure of a-Fe„0

during the

initial preparation treatment when the salt is mixed with a-Fe_0_.

This

conclusion is verified by the Mossbauer spectrum shown in Fig.21a.

The

initial material was subsequently subjected to a thermal vacuum treatment at 400°C for 3 hours.

The representative XPS survey scan binding

energy for the ruthenium 3d,.,-, 3d»._ and the iron 2p„._, 2p .„ electrons are represented in Fig.23-24, respectively.

The ruthenium 3d„ .„

peak coincides with the carbon Is peak which has a binding energy of
284.6ev (239).

The ruthenium 3d_.

transition is expected to be 4.lev

higher in energy than the ruthenium 3d,./9 electrons.

Since the value of

Ru 3d„,„ / Ru 3d.,_ intensity ratio is equal to 1.5 (239), the intensity
and the position of Ru 3d .. peak is adjusted so that the contribution
of the carbon Is electrons to the total spectrum can be extracted.

The

binding energies and corresponding chemical shifts are evaluated based
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on the carbon binding energy of 284.6ev as a reference.

The ruthenium

3d,. .„ peak is characterized by a full width at half maximum of 2. lev and
a binding energy of 281.lev which identifies ruthenium in the metallic
state.

The value of 280.Oev for ruthenium metal has been reported

(230).

The value of 710.lev binding energy for iron 2P„.„ electrons was

observed, Fig.21a.

This value is consistent with an assignment of iron

in the +2 oxidation state (247).

The peak at 723.3ev corresponds to the

reported binding energy of iron 2P_ ._ electrons.
due to oxygen is the system.

The band at 740.lev is

This band disappears and two new bands

appear at 719.80ev and 706.5ev as the result of subsequent reduction of
the sample in flowing hydrogen at 400°C for 4 hours, Fig.24b.

These two

bands are due to the iron 2P.. ,„ and 2P„,„ electrons in the metallic
state, which indicates that the oxygens are titrated by hydrogen and
consequently, the iron has been reduced.

The value of 707.2ev for iron

metal has been previously reported (230).

Although the oxidation state

of ruthenium was not expected to change since it already existed in the
metallic state, a 0.8ev shift for the ruthenium 3d„,_ and 3d,. ._ peaks
was observed.

This may be the result of the interaction of ruthenium in

the Fe-Ru alloy formation.
The relative concentrations of iron and ruthenium in the few top
surface layers of the catalyst are calculated using the spectral area of
the most intense lines, 2p_,_ for iron and 3d,. .„ for ruthenium.
mean free paths of the electrons were correlated as follows.

The

The mean

free path in this region of the spectrum varies as the square root of
the kinetic energy (248).

To account for the fact that the higher

energy ruthenium electrons (Kinetic energy 1207ev) can escape from
deeper within the sample than the iron electrons (Kinetic energy 780ev),
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the intensity of the iron 2p„ ,_ line is multiplied by (1207/780) . The
corrected intensities have then been subjected to equation [10], and the
corresponding relative concentrations calculated.

Within these normali-

zations the iron to ruthenium concentration ratio of 2.2 was detected
for the reduced sample which indicates a 68% iron enrichment in the
surface region, in good agreement with the predictions made previously
for the chloride system by interpretations of the Mossbauer results.
The value of the concentration ratio was reduced after exposing the
sample to air, dropping to 50 atm^ Ru ad 50 atm% Fe composition in the
surface region which may indicate the reveral of segregation phenomenon
under oxidation condition.
The Mossbauer spectral examination of the reduced material,
Fig.21b, identified the iron as the metallic state as is evident by the
magnetically split six line pattern characteristic of a-Fe.

However,

there is a The central line near zero velocity in this system.

To

elucidate the nature of the species leading to the characteristic
singlet line, in a separate experiment a sample of bulk a-Fe_0„ was
reduced under the same conditions as those for the bimetallic catalyst,
Fig.22a.

The central line was not observed.

This is clear evidence

that the ruthenium is responsible for the formation of an iron species
different from that of the iron only system and which can be attributed
to Fe-Ru formation.
Oxidation of the material at room temperature converts some fraction of the a-Fe to superparamagnetic iron oxide as evidenced by the
appearance of a doublet in the center of the Mossbauer spectrum,
Fig.21c.

This conversion was observed for both iron only, and iron-

ruthenium catalysts, which indicates that the formation of the super-
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paramagentic iron oxide is independent of the presence of ruthenium and
primarily involves the species located on the surface of the catalyst.
Thermal oxidation of the material at 400°C (Fig.21d and 22b) increased
the intensity of the superparamagnetic iron oxide fraction and converted
the rest of the iron in the system to a-Fe 0 .
The X-ray diffraction pattern of the exposed material identified
the ruthenium and iron in the metallic states. The representative peak
for hep ruthenium was detected at a higher diffraction angle, which
indicates the existence of a smaller crystal lattice (273).

This effect

is a consequence of the substitution of iron in the hep structure of
ruthenium.

A lattice parameter calculation identified the lattice

constants (a = 2.681, c/a = 1.583) which were smaller in both a and c
axis than the hep ruthenium (a = 2.706 A°, c/a = 1.582), indicating
Fe-Ru formation.
These results indicate the possible interactions of iron and
ruthenium when they are admixed to form bimetallic catalysts. The
concepts of surface segregation and the Fe-Ru alloy formation are particularly important as they indicate the possibility of new types of
metallic species which may actually be formed on and/or in the catalyst
as a function of catalyst preparation and environment.

Table 2.

SYSTEM

Fe Mossbauer parameters of bimetallic iron-ruthenium alloy system

TREATMENT

# PEAKS

I.S.*

Q.S.*

Hm**

A

0.35

0.70

Fe3+

B

0.60

1.30

Fe3+

A

0.03

B

0.05

A

0.38

B

0.03

INIT.
Fe-Ru
(ChlorideChloride)

331

ASSIGNMENT

17c
hcp-Fe
(Fe-Ru)
Superparamag.

0.77

16c
hcp-Fe
(Fe-Ru)

CALC.

A

6

0.43

-

523

INIT.

A

2

0.36

0.71

-

bcc-Fe

A

6

0.03

331

bcc-Fe

B

1

0.00

A

2

0.41

B

1

0.00

A

6

0.86

a

- Fe 2°3 ,

17d
(235)

(235)

REDU.
hcp-Fe
(Fe-Ru)
0.76

Superparamag.

EXPO.

CALC.

17a

bcc-Fe

REDU.

EXPO.

Fe-Ru
(NitrateChloride)

SPECTRUM

(235)
hcp-Fe
(Fe-Ru)
-

513

a_Fe

2°3

(235)

Table 2 (cont't).

SYSTEM

Fe Mossbauer parameters of bimetallic iron-ruthenum alloy systems

TREATMENT

# PEAKS

I.S.*

A

2

0.39

.67

Fe3+

B

2

1.32

3.04

Fe2+

6

0.36

493.3

B

6

0.76

472.2

C

6

0.74

315.0

A
B
C

6
6
6

Q.S.

Hm**

ASSIGNMENT

INIT.

{
REDU.

Fe-Ru
(SULFATECHLORIDE)

EXPO.

]
1

Fe

3°4

19a

17b

FeS
Fe 0, or

THE SAME AS REDUCED SAMPLE

A

1.37

B

0.35

*-Fe2°3
J
FeS

19c

Fe

2.07

CALC.

19d

INIT.

hcp-Fe
(Fe-Ru)

0.61

532.6

a-Fe 2 0 3

A

0.07

330.4

bcc-Fe

B

0.00

A

0.04

B

0.00

REDU.

Fe-Ru
(0XIDE. Chloride)

SPECTRUM

21a
21b

hcp-Fe
(Fe-Ru)
bcc-Fe
hcp-Fe
(Fe-Ru)

337.2

EXPO.

A

6

0.31
526-0

CALC.
B

2

0.37

0.95

Superparamag.
Fe O
a

Fe

" 2°3

21c

21d

Table 3.

57Fe Mossbauer Reference Parameters

MATERIAL

SOURCE

TEMP.

# PEAKS

I.S.*

Q.S.^

Hm**

REFERENCE

bcc-Fe

57CO in Rd

R.T.

6

0.0

0.0

330.0

Standard

a-Fe 2 0 3

57CO in Rd

R.T.

6

0.40

0.38

517.0

This work

508.0

This work,
Fig. 6

536.8

This work,
Fig. 6

(A

a-Fe 2 0 3

57CO in Rd

473°K

6

0.39

0.39
(A

a-Fe 2 0 3

57CO in Rd

L-N2

6

0.39

12-•V
A

12-• 56>

-0.73
<A12-•A56^

R.T.

6(Th.)
6(0ct.)

0.04
0.67

-

491.8
460.7

(163)
(163)

57Co in SS

L-N2

6

0.65

-

510.0

(184)

Y-Fe 2 0 3

57Co in SS

R.T.

6

0.50

-

505.0

(184)

Y"Fe 2 0 3

57Co in SS

L-N2

6

0.40

-

515.0

(184)

FeS

57Co in Cu

R.T.

6

0.73

0.07

312.0

(243)

Fe

3°4

Fe

3°4

-

*Isomer shift (I.S., mm s ) , and Quadrupole splitting (Q.S., mm s ) valves are reported
relative to the center of splitting of lines of an iron foil standard at room temperature.
"'Internal magnetic field (Hm, KG) is calculated based on 330KG field of iron standard
equivalent to 10.6 mm s

(184), and 517 KG internal field of a-Fe 0

equivalent to 16.7mm s .
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CHAPTER VI

IRON AND RUTHENIUM CYANIDE COMPLEXES IN ZEOLITES

INTRODUCTION
The chemistry of transition metal complexes in zeolites has important implications both in fundamental and applied catalysis (119).

The

synthesis of well defined, active complexes within the large cavities of
zeolites can provide systems which will allow more meaningful catalytic
mechanisms to be dediiced from reaction parameters.

Possible correla-

tions between activity and well defined structure may lead to a better
understanding of the nature of active sites in catalytic reactions.
Recently, a new class of materials has been designed by utilizing a
zeolite to trap soluble transition metal complexes.

It has been shown

that the chemistry of the transition metal ions or complexes in zeolites
are generally similar to the analogous materials in solution (118).

The

close similarity between exchanged zeolities and homogeneous catalysts
has been illustrated by many studies. Dimerization of ethylene is known
to be catalyzed by rhodium complexes in solution.

Later it was found

that ethylene is selectively dimerized over rhodium exchanged Y-zeolite
(249-250).

It has also been shown that the activity of the soluble

catalyst was retained in many cases when bonded to the solid carrier.
The observed activation energy of methanol carbonylation on Rh-X zeolite
was identical to that previously measured in the homogeneous analog.
high conversion of 1-hexene to aldehydes was observed when it was
reacted with CO + H_ over rhodium exchanged Y-zeolite, similar to the
123

A
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reaction observed in homogeneous catalysis.

Similarly, an iridium based

homogeneous catalyst and an iridium exchanged zeolite showed identical
catalytic properties for methanol carbonylation (251).

In these systems

similar kinetic properties were observed for both the liquid phase using
iridium complexes and for the vapor phase reaction on Ir-Y zeolite.
There is sufficient data available to demonstrate that, for many
systems, a large number of reactions catalyzed by a metal complex in
solution can be carried out in the gas phase by analogous zeolite
exchanged metal ions or complexes.

The exploitation of such behavior is

of obvious importance in the attempts to heterogenize homogeneous
catalytic systems.
The solid solvent effect of the zeolite matrix for synthesizing
and/or immobilizing transition metal complexes within the framework
offers may opportunities.

Immobilization of the complexes in the cavi-

ties is expected since they are held strongly by ionic forces within the
zeolite.

The strong electrostatic interaction between the active entity

and the support minimizes activity loss via leaching processes.

The

immobilization of the clusters on a carrier increases their stability
toward aggregation (118).

For example, the restricted motion of

2+
Ru(bpy)
on Y-zeolite is expected to exclude collisional deactivation
of the complex during the solar conversion of water (194).
The traditional and popular approach to the introduction of transition metal complexes into zeolites utilizes an ion exchange process.
This method is generally limited to cationic complexes since the zeolite
structure is anionic.

In some cases the transition metal complexes are

two large to enter the zeolite cavities through the small cage openings,
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but small enough to fit the dimension of the cavity.

In some of these

cases attempts have been made to synthesize the metal complex directly
within the zeolite cavity.

There is evidence, that some fully coordi-

nated complexes can be syntheszed from ligands which are introduced via
the gas or liquid phase.

2+
For example, divalent Co
cations were

dispersed by ion exchange into a Y-type zeolite followed by dehydration.
In the presence of an excess amount of methylisocyanide, EPR signals
indicated the formation of the hexacoordinated complex.

Partial desorp-

tion of methylisocyanide at 100°C gave a complex which had magnetic
parameters very close to the pentacyano complex in water.

It is assumed

that the unoccupied sixth coordination site is the interactive metalzeolite site and is unaccesible for other ligands (119, 253). When
Y-zeolite was exchanged with cobalt(II) ammine and contacted with molecular oxygen, the oxygen bridge was formed, similar to analogous adducts
formed in solution.

Ligand exchange reactions can also take place
+2

within the zeolite cavities, i.e. Ru(bpy)_

complexes have been synthe-

sized within Y-zeolite by allowing bipyridine to react with the
Ru(NH„),-Y form of the zeolite (194).

The formation of polynuclear

transition element complexes within the large cavity of certain zeolites
has also been observed.

For example, a rhodium exchanged zeolite was

reacted with CO + H_ under a pressure of 80 atmosphere and it was suggested that Rh,(C0) , clusters were formed and entrapped within the
zeolite cavity (251).

The same reaction at atmospheric pressure led

almost exclusively to the formation of the Rh(C0)_ complex (254).
A new preparative method has been developed based on the reaction
of a metal exchanged cation with a metal-containing coordination complex
anion (255).

Ferric exchanged zeolite was found to react with the
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[Fe(CN),]

anion to subsequently form the Fe,[Fe(CN),]„ complex.

The

same method can be used for the preparation of bimetallic or polymetallic catalysts.
[Ru(CN,]

Ferric exchanged zeolites can react with the

anion which leads to the formation of the Fe,[Ru(CN),]„

complex in the zeolite.
Several mixed iron cyanide polynuclear complexes can easily be
3+
prepared by the interaction between the high spin iron cations (Fe
or
Fe

) and the low spin cyanide anions [(Fe(CN),]

or [Fe(CN),]

) . The

lack of consistancy between experimental conditions during the preparation of these compounds may cause different products to be formed.

Some

irrelevant data has been introduced into the literature since the discovery of these materials.

The source of difficulty is that most of

these compounds are easily interconvertible and all have closely related
structures.

The starting materials are also easily convertible to each

other, i.e. the potential energy for Fe
43[Fe(CN), /[Fe(CN)6] is -0.36 V.

2+
3+
/Fe
is -0.71 V and for

The exchange of electrons between

ferricyanide and ferrocyanide anions has been observed in neutral,
acidic and alkaline solutions (256).

Using Mossbauer spectroscopy, it

has been demonstrated that Prussian Blue, prepared by mixing the solutions containing ferric and ferrocyanide ions, and Turnbull's Blue,
prepared by mixing solutions containing ferrous and ferricyanide ions,
give similar compounds (257).

The internal redox phenomenon involves

the transfer of one electron from the ferrous ion to ferricyanide (258).
The nature of the anion associated with the high spin iron and also the
nature of the cation in association with the low spin iron cyanide in
the starting material may influence the resulting product.

The sequence
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of the addition of the two components to each other can lead to different product formation.

For example, "soluble" Prussian Blue,

KFe[Fe(CN),], is prepared by the addition of aqueous FeCl„ to aqueous
K.Fe(CN),.

"Insoluble" Prussian Blue, Fe,[Fe(CN),] , can be made by the

drop wise addition of aqueous K,Fe(CN), to FeCl

solution (259).

To

avoid complications, all preparative procedures should be described
properly and great caution should be taken in the formulation of these
materials.
Mixed valence compounds of iron are common and a variety of species
have been prepared and characterized.

The first known coordination

complex was Prussian Blue, Fe,[Fe(CN),]_ • 14 H„0.

It was prepared in

1704 by the German artist Diesbach and is considered one of the most
classical inorganic compounds (252).

This compound crystallizes as a

microcrystalline powder which may be readily peptized to form a
colloidal dispersion (263).
high spin Fe

3+

The structure is face centered cubic with

and low spin Fe(II) ions at the corners of the lattice

and cyanide ions bridging the irons along the cube.

Prussian Blue

crystals are not a definite hydrate (264) and are zeolitic with channel
diameters of 3.2 A° (265).

The cages normally contain water, 30-40% by

weight (266) and the centers of the cubes are filled with charge compensating potassium cations where necessary (260).
KFe

The formulation

3+
Fell(CN), has been proposed for the "soluble" form of Prussian Blue

where potassium cations in the structure surround the iron tetrahedrally
(263).

The crystal structure of "soluble" and "insoluble" forms of

Prussian Blue are closely related to one another (267), the differentiation between the two forms stems from the ease which each can be
peptized to form a colloidal dispersion (260).
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For many years, workers have attempted to determine which iron ion
valence resides where in Prussian Blue material.

At the present time,

Prussian Blue is considered as the ferric salt of ferrocyanic acid,
where the high spin Fe

3+

ions are coordinated to the nitrogen by ionic

force, and the low spin Fe(II) species are coordinated by covalent
linkages to the carbon end of the cyanide bridge.

This formulation is

supported by the results of Mossbauer studies which demonstrate the
existence of high spin Fe

3+

ion in octahedral coordination, and low spin

Fe(II) in the form of [Fe(CN)6]4" (261).

The H.S. F e 3 + - L.S. Fe(II)

distance is 5.1°A as deduced from X-ray diffraction patterns (267).

A

single crystal of Prussian Blue has been grown by the diffusion of
aerial oxygen and water vapor into a solution of FeCl. and K.Fe(CN), in
10 M HC1 (262).

The H.S.Fe3+-H.S.Fe3+ distance in the face cubic struc-

ture was measured to be 10.18°A.
The molecular orbital representation of the low spin iron(II)
cyanide anion, in the absence of n bonding, is constructed from the
metal 3d electrons including a t„

configuration and a cyanide ligand

electron donation from a orbitals (a, , e , t, ) . The overlap of iron
r
lg' g' lu'
3d 2, 3d 2_ 2, 4s and 4p with appropriate a orbitals of the cyanide
ligands populate the molecular orbitals.

In hybridized terms, the a

2 3
bonds are formed by overlaps between d sp hybrids of iron atoms with
the a orbitals of the cyanide ligands.
constructed by the overlap of t_
antibonding rt* of ligands.

The 7t character of the bond is

electrons of the metal and empty

The bonding is charge transfer in nature and

results in the donation of charge from the metal to the ligand.
cyanide ligand is a good a donor but a poor acceptor.

The

The isomer shift

in this compound is very close to that of iron metal, which indicates
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that the 3d electrons are delocalized.

The donation of electrons from

the metal to the ligand stabilizes the t„
2g

level and reduces the

shielding of 3s electrons which results in a small isomer shift value.
Since the t_

shell has cubic symmetry and is diamagnetic, any varia-

tion in the isomer shift and quadrupole splitting for low spin
octahedral complexes must be related to the variation in the nature of
the ligand and the metal-ligand interaction.

In contrast, in the case

of low spin iron III cyanide complexes, the isomer shift is remarkably
insensitive to variations in ligand properties.

In these compounds, the

isomer shift and quadrupole splitting are not readily rationalized
because of the difficulty in estimating the relative magnitude of the
contribution from covalency and t„

shell symmetry (63. 268-269).

Prussian Blue and many of its analogs are characterized by strong
absorption bonds in the visible region of spectrum.

In these compounds

the presence of two ions of the same or similar metal atoms in the
crystal, in different oxidation states leads to a deep color which is
unrelated to the color of the ions taken separately (263).

The inten-

sity of the blue dye, Prussian Blue, for a long time was explained by
2+
the popular concept of the resonance between H.S. Fe , L.S. Fe(III)-<->
H.S. Fe

3+

, L.S. Fe(II). This concept however is not consistant with

recent Mossbauer data.
nature.

The absorption bands are charge transfer in

A strong band occurs at 14,100 cm

H.S. Fe

charge transfer from t„
3+

of H.S. Fe

, assigned to a L.S. Fe(II)-*

configuration of L.S. Fe(II) to t„

-1
. A second weaker transition occurs at 25,000 cm ,

assigned to the transition from t„
^8

of Fe(II) to e
8

of Fe

. The same

interpretation also accounts for the charge transfer band in ferric
ruthenocyanide (Ruthenium Purple) at 17,400 cm

(263).
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This portion of the present study was conducted to confirm the
formation of the mixed spin iron cyanide complexes in zeolites by means
of Mossbauer spectroscopy and to extend the investigation to synthesizing polynuclear mixed iron and ruthenium cyanide complexes in zeolites.
An attempt was made to synthesize these complexes in single crystals of
X type zeolites.
Since the formation of mixed iron cyanide complexes in zeolites
involves the iron cations ionically bonded to the zeolite framework, the
dissociation of iron from the, framework is expected.

This provides

potentially attractive opportunities to achieve the full reduction of
iron and the formation of dispersed Fe-Ru clusters in a zeolite.

The

model catalysts prepared here were characterized during dehydrationhydration and oxidation-reduction treatments.

EXPERIMENTAL
The sample of ferric exchanged Na-Y zeolite was prepared by a ion
exchange technique using iron nitrate solution.

The concentration of

the exchange solution was adjusted so that 30% of the Na
be exchanged by iron.

cations would

The exchange was carried out under N„ atmosphere

at ambient temperature for 24 hours.

The exchanged sample was

thoroughly washed with distilled water and dried under vacuum at room
temperature.

The exchange level was determined by counting the Na

ions

in the solution after the ion exchange, by chemical uranyl acetate
methods (206).

The resulting weight percent of metal in the zeolite was

approximately 2.5% iron.

Mossbauer spectral examination confirmed the

existence of iron in the ferric state.

The Fe

3+

-Y zeolite was reacted

by the addition of 1 weight % K,[Fe(CN),] solution for 3 hours under
nitrogen atmosphere.

The volume of solution was adjusted based on the
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amount of iron in the system according to the following stoichiometric
reaction:
4 Fe 3 + (on Y-zeolite) + 3K4[Fe(CN)6] •*

[11]

(Dark Blue) Fe.[Fe(CN),]0 + 12 K + (on Y-zeolite)
H

DO

The resulting sample was filtered and washed with distilled water.

The

dark blue power was designated as Fe,[Fe(CN),]„ - Y zeolite.
The Fe,[Ru(CN),]„ - Y zeolite was prepared by the same method using
1 weight % K,[Ru(CN),] solution according to the following steiochometric reaction:
4 Fe 3 + (on Y-zeolite) + 3K4[Ru(CN)6] ->
(Purple) Fe,[Ru(CN)6]

[12]

+ 12 K+(on Y-zeolite)

To make the results comparable, the treatment conditions for the
dehydration-hydration, oxidation-reduction of the material were constant
employing apparatus and techniques described previously.

All velocities

are reported relative to the center of splitting of lines of an iron
foil standard at room temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fe 4 [Fe(CN) 6 ] 3 ON Y-ZEOLITE
The crystal structures of both Prussian Blue and aluminosilicate
Y-zeolite are preserved during the preparation of the catalyst, as
revealed by X-ray powder diffraction as shown in Fig.25. The Mossbauer
spectra of the sample identifies two distinct kinds of iron ions in the
catalyst Fig. 26a.

The right side peaks are halves of two doublets

associated with two different high spin ferric ions, and the single peak
in the central region is due to low spin ferrous species.

The Mossbauer

Fe 4 tFe(CN) 6 5 3 -xH 2 0

Fe4tFeCCN)g]3 * H 2 0
ON Y-Zeolite

,11 M l
Na Y-Zeolite

1,1.1, ,1

60

50

40

2®

30

2^

10

Figure 25. X-ray powder diffraction pattern for Na-Y zeolite, Prussian
Blue, and Prussian Blue on Y-zeolite.
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Figure 26.

Fe Mossbauer spectra of Prussian Blue on Y-zeolite
at room temperature as a function of dehydration-hydration
treatments.
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parameters for the outer doublet (I.S. = 0.30 mm s
s

and Q.S. = 0.83 mm

) are very close to values found for ferric ion originally exchanged

in the zeolite, which clearly indicates that some of the ferric ions do
not react with the ferrocyanide anion during the preparation.

This is

not unexpected since the diffusion of complex anions to the cavities
will be slow due to the repulsion of the negatively charged oxygens of
+
the zeolite. The K cations however are expected to penetrate rapidly.
The mechanism for the formation of Prussian Blue on Y zeolite therefore
may first involve the back ion exchange of ferric cations from the
framework by potassium cations, and then the mobilization of ferric
cations towards the reactive ferrocyanide anion with the subsequent
formation of the complex outside the cavity.

To explore this possi-

bility, in a separate experiment a sample containing Prussian Blue was
prepared using single crystals of X-type zeolite (single crystal growth
description and transmission electron microscopy projection of X type
zeolite are given in P. 38 of chapter I and shown in Fig.9).

The trans-

mission electron microscopy clearly showed the existance of Prussian
Blue deposits on the surface of the crystal.
zeolite crystals were evident.

Also some cracks in the

The latter effect could have been due to

the fragile nature of the single crystals grown in our laboratory and
may not be representative of commercially made polycrystalline
Y-zeolite.
The Mossbauer parameters for the inner ferric doublet in Fig.26a,
(I.S. = 0.11 mm s

and Q.S. = 0.46 mm s

) are close to those observed

for ferric ions in Prussian Blue.

The singlet peak is assigned to low

spin ferrous, (I.S. = -0.20 mm s

) , from the ferrocyanide entities in

the Prussian blue crystals.

The sample was arbitrarily designated as
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Fe [Fe(CN),], on Y zeolite although the possibility of KFe

3+
FeII(CN)6 on

Y zeolite can not be excluded.
While performing this experiment, it was not known that the
Prussian Blue material was located mainly outside the zeolite cavities.
An extensive investigation of this material was performed under
dehydration-hydration and oxidation-reduction conditions in the hope of
establishing a well dispersed metallic system throughout the zeolite.
Some highlights of the results are given in the following sections.
In the process of the thermal vacuum dehydration treatments of
ferric ferrocyanide material on Y-zeolite, Mossbauer spectra representations indicate significant changes in the oxidation states of iron,
3+
2+
The conversion of H.S. Fe
to H.S. Fe
is apparent. There
2+
are at least three H.S. Fe
sites in the sample dehydrated at 450°C,

Fig.26b-d.

Fig.26d.

The L.S. Fe(II) to L.S. Fe(III) conversion is also evidenced

by a doublet in the middle of the spectrum.

The valency reversal

mechanism of the type H.S. Fe 3 + , L.S. Fe(II) H.S. Fe 2 + , L.S. Fe(III)
appears as previously observed by Collins and co-workers who studied
Prussian Blue during pyrolysis at 570°C (258).

The proposed mechanism

is supported by studies dealing with the effect of external pressure on
the high spin and low spin ferric ions.

It has been shown that at an

external pressure of 145 Kbar, much of the H.S. Fe

3+

is reduced to H.S.

2+
Fe . At an external pressure of 4 Kbar, the L.S. Fe(II) showed partial
Conversion to L.S. Fe(II) (271).

The effect of dehydration is to remove

the entrapped water molecules from the Prussian Blue, consequently, the
internal pressure of the crystal is reduced.

It has also been postu-

lated that the dominant mode of valency reversal on pyrolysis can be due
to cyanide rotation (266).

The possible mechanism for a CN

flip can be
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the formation of CN bridged intermediates'which involve the bimolecular
formation of a cyanide bridged activated complex, following by generation of an isocyanide species which undergoes a unimolecular rearrangement.

Such a mechanism, or even a simple terminal cyanide linkage

isomerization, in polynuclear crystals of Prussian Blue should be considered less likely.

It seems reasonable to assume that the cyanide

ligands remain firmly attached to the iron ion with which they are
associated in Prussian Blue and do not flip within the crystal upon
dehydration treatment.

There are at least three H.S. Fe

samples dehydrated at 450°C, Fig.26d.
similar Fe

2+

2+

sites in the

At first it appeared that dis-

sites may be due to the influence of the zeolite lattice.

The fact that Prussian Blue in the absence of support has been shown to
exhibit a similar behavior during pyrolysis (258, 266), argues against
the zeolite influence and suggests that a major structural change takes
place.

2+
The dissimilar Fe
sites have been designated as a, B and v

(266) and no explanation for their nature has been provided.
It is tempting to propose that upon dehydration, as the water molecules are removed from the Prussian Blue crystal cages, that shrinkage
in the lattice takes place and the potassium ions become closely associated with the negatively charged ferrocyanide anions.

It has been

stated (271), that iron has an increased affinity for electrons with
increasing compression.

Considering these factors, the internal redox'

4may involve the transfer of one electron from L.S. Fe(CN), to H.S.
Fe

3+

. The CN

could serve as an electron transport.

circumstances the lattice may aquire K

Under these

ions from the solution to main-

tain electrical neutrality resulting in the formation of
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2+
(K Fe

FelH(CN),) . Many of the cubic cyanide polymers contain addi-

tional cations, e.g. potassium, which occupy positions in the octant
(269).

Such a formulation requires a close association of potassium

with the lattice.
tion treatment.

This effect is probably accomplished during dehydra-

It is known that the free cation does have little

effect on the Mossbauer spectrum of low spin complexes, but such an
arrangement would undoubtedly cause some electron anisotropy in the
region of the spin free iron cation, especially when the octants are
occupied in random fashion.
apparent dissimilar Fe

2+

This mechanism may very well explain the

sites in the Mossbauer spectrum.

Prussian Blue can be reconstituted during the exposure of the dehydrated material to air, Fig.26e.
Fe

3+

is evident.

The oxidation of H.S. Fe

2+

to H.S.

The conversions of L.S. Fe(II) to L.S. Fe(II) is not

apparent because of the overlap of the Mossbauer lines. The color of an
exposed sample was blue with shades of green, which revealed the existence of proportions of hexacyanoferrate in the II and III states.
Prussian green, formulated as Fe

3+
Felll(CN),, is the most oxidized

member of the series of mixed spin iron cyanides (272).

The reluctance

of CN to form strong 7t-bonds is reflected in the comparative instability
of its complexes with metals in low oxidation states.

The C-N stretch-

ing frequencies of various ferricyanides fall at 2150 cm

(260).

Prussian blue was essentially reconstituted as was evident by the
intense blue color and the I.R. examination which showed the C-N stretch
in the region of 2080cm

, characteristic of the Prussian Blue compound.

The stepwise reduction-oxidation treatment of the dehydrated
material is represented in Fig.27.

The six line Mossbauer spectrum

(Fig.27a) revealed the presence of particles of a-Fe on the zeolite
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Figure 27.

Fe Mossbauer spectra of Prussian Blue on Y-zeolite
at room temperature as a function of reduction-oxidation
treatments.
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crystals.

The metallic particles must be 15A° to exhibit a magnetically

split behavior, (139) thus, they must exist outside of the zeolite cavities.

The oxidation of the material in air converts the metallic

particles to superparamagnetic iron oxide, Fig.27g.

The critical dia-

meters for oxides in superparamagnetic state is < 135A0 (79).
We propose a modified preparation procedure as follows. First, to
synthesize the complex inside the cages, the anion solution should be
introduced to throughly dried Fe
impregnation techniques.

3+
-Y zeolite by incipient wetness

The catalyst material should then be thermally

activated to achieve the transfer of the reactive anion through the
zeolite windows.

The amount of anion added should be minimized to

promote the formation of "soluble" Prussian Blue, which is a microcrystalline entity, and to avoid the peptization to "insoluble" colloidal
dispersion.

Fe.[Ru(CN),]„ ON Y-ZEOLITE
H

O J

Ferric ruthenocyanide has the same basic structure as Prussian
Blue, Fig.35. The ruthenium analog is known to be isomorphous with
Prussian Blue.

The I.R. transmission properties of this material are

shown in Fig.28.

In the spectrum the band in the region of 2080cm
4-

the C-N stretching frequency characteristic of Fe(CN),
(263, 268). The band at 1630 cm
(255).

and Ru(CN),

is due to physically retained water

The metal-carbon vibration frequency at 585cm

and at 546cm

is
4-

for K,Ru(CN), is reported (272).

for K.Fe(CN),

These bands are shifted

to higher frequencies for Prussian Blue and Ruthenium Purple material.
57
The
Fe Mossbauer representation of the ferric ruthenocyanide
3+
polymer complex reveals the presence of high spin Fe
cations, Fig.29a.
A larger quadrupole splitting value for the ferric doublet was detected

4000
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Figure 28.
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Infrared spectra of iron and ruthenium cyanide complexes.
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Fe Mossbauer spectra: (a) ferric ruthenocyanide, and
(b) ferric ruthenocyanide complex on Na-Y zeolite.
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when the material was synthesized in Y-zeolite, which may be an indication of entrapment of the particles in the cavities, Fig.29b.
The dehydration product gave completely different spectra as compared with the corresponding dehydrated Prussian Blue specimen, Fig.30b.
Ruthenium is expected to be reduced to the metallic state during this
treatment, while the iron is reduced to high spin Fe

2+

. Asymmetric

doublets were detected for reduced and air exposed samples as shown in
Fig.30c and 30d.

To elucidate the nature of the species responsible for

the asymmetric doublet spectra, a series of experiments were performed.
A specimen was reduced in flowing hydrogen at 450°C for 4 hours without
dehydration pretreatment, Fig.31a.

This spectrum is analyzed in terms

2+
3+
of two doublets due to the presence of Fe
and Fe , and one singlet in
the region of zero relative velocity.

Reduction of this sample for a

2+
3+
longer period increased the Fe /Fe
ratio, while the nature of the
singlet was not affected.

In addition to the species responsible for

<

2+

the central singlet, only Fe

was detected, when the sample was dehy-

drated prior to the reduction treatment, Fig.31d.

Asymmetric doublets

were observed when the samples were exposed to air at room temperature,
Fig.31c and 31e.

The nature of the asymmetric doublet was not affected

when sample 31e was examined at liquid nitrogen temperatures.

Thus the

most reasonable assignment is a symmetric doublet, characteristic of
high spin ferric species, plus a singlet in the central region of the
spectrum.

As has been discussed in chapter III and V, the character-

istic singlet represents the substitution of iron in the ruthenium
lattice and the formation of the bimetallic hep alloy.

The formation of

the Fe-Ru bimetallic is potentially attractive in view of a recent
report which suggests that the surface structure of this alloy plays a
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Fe Mossbauer spectra of ferric ruthenocyanide complex
on Na-Y zeolite as a function of dehydration and reductionoxidation treatments.
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Fe Mossbauer spectra of ferric ruthenocyanide complex
on Na-Y zeolite as a function of reduction-oxidation
treatments.
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catalytic role in the high olefin selectivity during Fischer-Tropsch
synthesis (230).
Evidently, several iron-ruthenium polynuclear complexes can be
synthesized.
Ru(NH ),C1

Another one was prepared by the addition of 1% solution of
to a 1 weight % solution of K.Fe(CN), according to the

following stoichiometric reation:

xRu(NH3)6Cl3 + yK 4 Fe(CN) 6 -> [Ru(NH3)6]x[Fe(CN)6]y + KC1

[13]

Highly dispersed, light blue crystals were formed when the addition of
Ru(NH„)Cl„ solution exceeded the x=4/y=3 stoichiometric ratio.
crystals were not perfect and were very small (5.8 micron).

The

Many

attempts were made to grow larger crystals .suitable for single crystal
X-ray diffraction.

The crystals were found to be slightly soluble in

oxalic acid and hot hydrochloric acid.

Judging from the change of color

of the crystals when contacted with hot hydrochloric acid, some chemical
interaction was apparent.
sented in Fig.34.

The I.R. spectrum of the material is repre-

In the spectrum the band at 2000.0cm

stretching frequency of the cyanide group.

is the

This band is shifted 80 cm

4to lower energy as compared to the characteristic Fe(CN), band.
band at 1322.0cm

The

is attributed to the symmetric deformation of ammonia

ligands, identical to that in the Ru(NH„),Cl
1600 cm

is due to retained water.

576.0cm

is also apparent.

energy and is seen at 410cm

compound.

The band at

The iron-carbon stretching band at

The ruthenium-nitrogen stretch is lower in
. The

Fe Mossbauer spectrum identifies

the iron as the low spin ferrous state, Fig.33. X-ray powder diffraction (Fig. 35) revealed that the light blue crystals have a different
structure from that these of Prussian Blue and Ruthenium Purple.

Final
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formulation of this compound would require a nitrogen and carbon
analysis and an X-ray single crystal structural determination.

Trans-

mission electron microscopy indicated the presence of the hexagonal
crystal structure.
These studies have indicated the diverse and rich chemistry which
can be expected from the utilizatipn of iron and ruthenium cyanide
complexes as catalyst precursors.

Specific final catalyst formulations

could be designed by proper manipulation of the starting materials and
the treatment conditions.

The studies also indicate the utility of iron

Mossbauer studies in the definition speciation of iron catalysts under
reaction conditions.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

These studies have indicated very clearly the utility of the iron
Mossbauer effect to study iron catalysts and to define the chemical
changes which occur during preparation and treatment.

They have also

indicated the diverse chemistry associated with iron and ruthenium
complexes when they are supported on zeolites.

The results should be

very useful to those groups attempting to design specific supported
catalysts of known chemical properties.
The systems studied have included an iron exchanged, ammonium
exchanged bifunctional Y-zeolite catalyst.

This system was designed to

modify the acidic properties of the zeolite as compared to that of the
unmodified Na-Y Zeolite.

It was also hoped that the use of the ammonia-

hydrogen mixture as the reducing agent might facilitate the reduction of
iron to the metallic state.

However, this modification did not provide

any new insight into the reduction behavior of iron.
The reduction of iron to the metallic state may be promoted if
hydrogen atoms rather than hydrogen molecules are used as the reducing
agent.

Since the adsorption of hydrogen takes place to a greater degree

on ruthenium, and the reduction process may be accelerated by hydrogen
atom spillover, ruthenium metal was added to the system.

It was found

that the iron had more effect on the chemical behavior of ruthenium than
ruthenium had on the chemical behavior of iron.

For example, the

ruthenium exchanged Y-zeolite was unstable and the yellow color changed
151
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to the characteristic ruthenium-red, when it was exposed to air.
iron present, the formation of "ruthenium red" was inhibited.

With

Since the

formation of the red species involved the hydrolysis reaction, the
interpetation is that iron favorably competes to draw the water into its
coordination sphere and suppresses the ruthenium hydrolysis.

The strong

bond between iron and oxygen may be responsible for the strong association of the cation with the interchannel water molecules.

Furthermore

in the presence of iron, a very dispersed ruthenium system was stabilized.

The iron apparently prevents the agglomeration of the ruthenium

particles.

A reversible oxidation-reduction process between ferric-

ferrous states was observed, identical to that for the iron only system
on Y-zeolite.

There is some evidence that the reduction to ferrous

state may be enhanced, but the reduction to the metallic state was not
accomplished.

This effect is attributed to the strong iron-zeolite

interaction which is not obstructed by the ruthenium.

Contrary to iron,

ruthenium reduced easily on the surface of the zeolite and oxidized
rapidly at room temperature in air.

The lower isomer shift value for

the oxidized sample as compared to the correspounding value for bulk
ruthenium oxide, is attributed to the association of ruthenium with a
few oxygens probably in the form of oxygen bridges. High temperature
oxidation of the material leads to the agglomeration of ruthenium oxide
outside of the zeolite cavities as shown by

99
Ru Mossbauer spectroscopy.

The nearly independent behavior of iron and ruthenium in the zeolite in the first experiments was attributed to the low concentration of
the metals and the large surface area of the support.

In addition, the

metals are introduced by the ion exchange technique and are thus
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dispersed at the atomic level in different locations in the zeolite.
The interaction between the two metals is expected to be low and the
effect on iron of hydrogen spillover on ruthenium is not significant.
To increase the extent of interaction between iron and ruthenium, in
later experiments the metal solutions were introduced by the method
designated as "Homogeneous-Deposition".

Under these preparation and

subsequent treatment conditions the formation of the hep ruthenium-iron
bimetallic alloy was confirmed.

The results have led to the postulation

that thick film deposits are formed on the surface of the zeolite during
preparation.

Under reduction, the layers break up into iron-ruthenium

crystallites separated by zeolite, and supported on unreduced iron oxide
islands.

At least 30% of the total iron in the system is reduced to the

metallic state.
These results are a primary indication that the classic problem of
the reduction of iron in the Y-zeolite system can be at least partially
solved.

However, a careful examination of the variables will be needed

to develop a reproducible method for controlling the amount of iron
reduced and the degree of dispersion.

For example, increasing the

concentration of the impregnation solution will probably lead to
increased metal deposition and decreased dispersion.
which affect the reduction chemistry are:

Other factors

the ruthenium/iron concentra-

tion ratio; the initial pH of the depositing solution; reduction time;
temperature and hydrogen flow rate; passivation; calcination; and dehydration.
To elucidate the exact nature of the interaction between iron and "
ruthenium and to evaluate the solid state reactions which take place
during bimetallic formation, several iron-ruthenium mixtures were pre-

pared by the addition of ruthenium trichloride to a variety of iron „
salts and oxides.

It was found that the anion present in the starting

mixture significantly influenced the final oxidation-reduction products.
The chloride-chloride system yielded a clean and uniform product during
oxidation-reduction treatments
hep iron-ruthenium were formed.

Under reduction conditions, bcc iron and
The evaluation of the superparamagnetic

relaxation as a function of temperature provided information to estimate
the average particle size of the metal crystallites.

The product after

calcination was totally converted to bulk a-Fe 0 .
The nitrate-chloride system behaved very similarly to the chloridechloride system except that the oxidation-reduction products were not
uniform and some unidentified residue remained.

Since the iron nitrate

is expected to undergo decomposition when heated, the evolved gases may
have been trapped in the sample causing the low recoil-free fraction
observed for these material.
The sulfate-chloride system behaves quite differently as compared
to the nitrate or chloride systems.

The role of the sulfate ion is

quite interesting since it remains in the structure and provides a
cubic-close packed array of oxide ions in which the divalent iron
cations with coordination number 4 are in tetrahedral interstices and
the three valent iron cations with coordination number 6 are located in
the octahedral interstices in a crystal having inverse spinal structure.
The oxidation-reduction behavior of a system containing iron oxide
and ruthenium chloride was compared with the corresponding behavior of
an iron oxide only system.

It was clearly demonstrated that the forma-

tion of e phase iron was only possible in the presence of ruthenium,
where the superparamagnetic iron oxide formation was independent of the

presence of ruthenium.

The iron enrichment on the surface of the alloy

was detected to be about 68%, under reduction conditions.

This value

reduces to 50% when the sample is exposed to air, which indicates that
air quenching of surface region may caused the reversal of segregation
phenomenon under oxidation condition.

The lattice parameters for hep

iron-ruthenium was calculated as a = 2.681 A 0 and c/a = 1.583 which are
smaller in both the a and c axis than pure ruthenium.

This is evidently

an effect of the substitution of iron into the hep ruthenium lattice.
The formation of the mixed spin iron cyanide complexes in the X and
Y zeolite was confirmed by Mossbauer spectroscopy.

The method was based

on the reaction of a ferric exchanged zeolite with an iron cyanide anion
complex.

It can be speculated that the diffusion of the complex anions

to the cavities must be slow due to the repulsion of the negatively
charged zeolite sites, but potassium cations can penetrate easily.
Thus, the mechanism of formation may involve the back ion exchange of
ferric cations from the framework by potassium, and then the mobilization of ferric cations towards the reactive ferrocyanide anion leading
to the formation of the complex outside the cavity of the zeolite.
In the process of thermal vacuum dehydration treatment of Prussian
Blue on Y-zeolite the H.S. Fe 3 + , L.S. Fe(II) -» H.S. Fe 2 + , L.S. Fe(III)
conversion was observed.

This valency reversal mechanism may involve

43+
the transfer of one electron from L.S. Fe(CN), to H.S. Fe
cation
2+
followed by the formation of KFe FelH(CN),. The potassium cations
would have been absorbed from solution to maintain electrical
neutrality.

Such a formulation requires a close association of

potassium with the lattice which is brought about during dehydration
treatment.

The cyanide ligands may serve as electron mediators.

Upon exposure of the dehydrated material to air H.S.Fe

-> H.S.Fe

oxidation is apparent followed by L.S.Fe(II) -»• L.S.Fe(III) during
hydration of the material in air, consequently the Prussian Blue is
reconstituted.

Large metallic bcc iron particles are formed during the

reduction treatment.

This is attributed to the presence of a Prussian

Blue deposit on the external surface of the zeolite in the initial
material.

In order to synthesize the material within the cavities, a

modified preparation procedure was proposed.

It was suggested that the

anion solution should be introduced by incipient wetness impregnation
and that the catalyst should be thermally activated to achieve the
diffusion of the reactive anion through the zeolitic windows. The
amount of anion added should be minimized to promote the formation of
microcrystalline "soluble" Prussian Blue and to avoid the peptization to
"insoluble" Prussian Blue.
The ferric ruthenocyanide was synthesized in the Y-zeolite by the
above procedure.

The formation of the complex was confirmed and the

material characterized during dehydration-hydration and oxidationreduction treatments.

Two different iron species are detected.

One is

associated with iron originally ion exchanged in the zeolite and the
second form is due to the ferric ruthenocyanide itself.

The ion

exchanged form reversibly oxidized and reduced between the ferrous and
ferric states but the ferric ruthenocyanide reduced to the bimetallic
state.

The formation of hep iron-ruthenium was confirmed.

These studies indicate pathways to the production of highly
dispersed iron and iron-ruthenium catalysts on zeolites.

Such materials

are of significant interest in a number of catalytic proceses, particularly those involving syngas conversion.
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